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Disability ·
problems··
discussed

Day care proposal made
By JENNIFER JENKINS
Campus Life Editor

If Tim Lawrence is right, almost onethird of Mun-ay State University's student body faces an academic handicap
each day in the classroom.
The Student Government Association non-traditional and commuter student chairman said the students he
represents have more to worry about
than tests and papers. The biggest concern they face, he said, is for their
children.
While the parents are at school, the
children are shuflled to and from local
day care centers, grandmothers,
neighborhood babysitters and others
offering child-care services.
Lawrence said child care is the most
prominent problem facing nontraditional students, since MSU has no
day-care program other than a Head
Start center.
Hope may be on the way, however.
As a result of a January 1990 survey
which indicated 83 percent of adult.13 on
campus would use a child-care facility
at MSU if one were available, the
Center for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at MSU has submitted a child day-care proposal to the
University. ·
The proposal calls for $535,000 to
build a facility of 7,000 square feet at
what currently is the Hamilton
Avenue band practice field.

This facility would provide quality,
affordable day care for 100 children
from low-income families and abused
and neglected children, as well as child
care services for MSU students, faculty
and staff members, according to the
proposal.
The proposal also mandates that
upon selection of a suitable site, the
Commonwealth of Kentucky would
assume ownership of the property. This
would include t he building, the land
upon which it is built and surrounding
area l\dequate to maintain parking accommodations and outdoor activities
for participants at the center.
The proposal also asks for an annual
subsidy of $12,000 to $15,000 from
MSU to support student worker slots,
maintenance, utilities and cleaning
upon completion of the facility.
The proposal, submitted to t he
University March 21, was written by a
committee formed a year ago to look at
the need for campus child care.
The co mmittee me mbers are
Lawrence; Viola Miller, dean of the
Center for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach; Billie Burton,
coordinator of adult outreach for the
center; Linda Orr, Staff Congress
representative and publicity coor·
dinator for the center; and Judy WhitSee DAY CARE
Back Page

Regents meet.
with students .
By LEIGH LANDINI
Assistant News EditOf'

Photo by JOHN BERNING
Two toddlers enjoy outdoor playtime In the quad as a local day care center
takes advantage of the nice weather to let the children play.

Jones crowned 1991 Miss MSU
By AMY HELM
Staff Writer

Every time Mitzi Jones competes in a beauty pageant, she
gains something.
On Saturday, Jones gained
the title of Miss Murray State
University 1991 and made 19
new friends.
"The biggest gain for me is
that when the pageant was
over, I could truly say that I
had ·made 19 new friends," she
said.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Jones of White Plains,
she is a sophomore elementary
education major at Murray
State. A 1989 graduate of South
Hopkins High School, her goal
is to graduate from MSU with a
degree in elementary education, become a successful school
teacher and eventually earn a
master's degree.
Jones is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority,
Dunker's Darlings, Lambda
Chi Alpha social fraternity
crescent and is a ballet, tap and
jazz instructor. Her hobbies include water sports, working
with children, art and judging
and emceeing beauty pageants.
She holds various pageant
titles, including three on the
national level.
"I have been competing since
I was seven or eight years old. I
hold three national titles, such
as 'America's Most Beautiful
Girl.' In addition, I hold about
20 local titles. I have also participated in several fair queen
competitions," she said.
Jones competed against 19
other coeds for the title of Miss
MSU Saturday night in Lovett
Auditorium.

Photo by BARRY JOHNSON
The top five finalists for Miss MSU Include: fourth runner-up, Mary Hutkal; second runner-up, Allison Carr; Mlaa MSU 1991 , Mitzi
Jones; first runner-up Bethany Hall; and third runner-up, Lee Anne Weatherspoon.

Contestants compet ed in
evening gown.s and swimsuits,
in addition to a seven minute
interview the day of the
pageant. The five finalists also
participated in an on·stage
interview.
"The judges could ask basically anything. Questions could

range from current events to activities on campus. I was lucky
because I got asked questions
about pageants I had been in
and the relationship of drugs to
Greek life," Jones said.
While the judges were narrowing the contestants to the
top 10 finalist$, the audience
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was entertained by various
students singing popular songs.
Then t he top 10 contestants
were named. Bethany Hall,
sophomore biology/pre-med major from Murray, was named
Miss Congeniality by t he other
contestants. Traci Hamlin, a
freshman advertising major
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Regional DUI Arrests
1· Crtttenden
2 - Hickman
3- Carlisle
4- Livingston
5 - Lyon
8 - F ulton
7 - Marehall
e- Trigg
8 · Caldwell
10- Ballard
11-Calloway
12- Graves
13- Paducah
14- M cCracken
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College Athletics
College athletics have often been an area
scrutinized by many.
At Murray State University, athletes graduate
at a higher rate than other students. AcademIcs have become part of life In addition to sports.
Other questions have been raised as to cleanIng up college athletics, and making sure that
student athletes are indeed students and athletes.
Stories on Page 5

-

from Houston, Texas, was named Miss Photogenic by Barry
Johnson, MSU photographer,
and his staff.
The top 10 included: Mitzi
See MISS MSU
Back Page

As part of Alpha Pht Qmega's
dis-Ability Awareness Week, a
forum on disability was conducted Wednesday.
Steve Sutherland, service
chairman of the fraternity, said
the forum was a way to allow
disabled students to voice their
opinions about problems they
face at Murray State Universit y.
St udent Government
Association president Eddie
Allen, senator-at-large Chris
Padgett and Board of Regents
member Tommy Sanders attended the forum. No disabled
students attended the forum,
but problems which face the
disabled were discussed.
Since December, a handicapped accessibility committee of
SGA has met weekly to discuss
problems facing the disabled.
"One of our main concerns
was accessibility to Carr
Health because that structure
poses a lot of problems to disabl:'
ed students," Allen said.
Other problems which the
committee has discussed include the ramps outside
Winslow Cafeteria and the Curris Center.
The Board of Regents has QP"
proved $50,000 to alleviate
disability problems on the
campus.
Sanders said he thinks that
handicapped a ccessibility
should be a priority at Murray
State.
The University will decide exactly how the money will be
spent, but the committee will
be making recommendations on
how the money should be spent.
The improvements will be completed this summer .
'
Allen said one of the recommendations is to flatten out the
sidewalks. He said some of the
sidewalks have cracks and
sharp drop-off edges instead Of
sloped edges.
Allen said the committee has
asked for the input from disabled students on campus and, two
disabled students are serving
on the committee.
"One person confined to a
wheelchair may have different •
set of problems than others who
are confined to a motorized
wheelchair. We try to talk to all
of them," Allen said.
Other problems which have
been heard by the committee
included complaints about the
Currie Center elevator, ~
stiles in the T-Room and turnstiles at Fast Tracks, Allen
said.
All en sa i d the service
elevator at t he Curris Center
may be made into a regular
elevator to serve the needs of
the handicapped.
Padgett said he believed the
dis-Ability Awareness Week
was a good idea.
"I think it's an excellent idea .
If if helps one disabled student,
then it's worth it," Padgett
said.

Spring legacy day

Index

The Student Alumni Association will
hoat an afternoon of event& to aquaint
hlgh·schoot age relatives ofa.mvnt Murray State Unlverstly students with campus life on April 6.
The fourth annual Spring Legacy Day
will Include sessions on Greek life, SAA,
Student Government Association,
sports, financial aid and scholarships.
Students and parents will be able to
tourthecampusduringthedayandtalk
to MSU students about campus life.
Reservations should be made as soon
as possible through the SAA office,
762-3439, or Alumni Affairs, 762-3737.
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News reporter tours new I&T
...

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Assistant News Editor

•

Photos by REBECCA COGAN

The 245-seat auditorium (top), one of the
building's 271aboratortes (left) and the mezzanine
under the west dome (right) are just a few of the
rooms of the Martha Layne Collins Center to be
furnished by the end of June.

~ Drug
~

~ Four

bust pre-trials set

MSU students plead 'not guilty'

Staff Writer

Pre-trial conferences have
set for the current and
~·y'former Murray State Universi~ ty students arrested Feb. 11 on
~ felony drug charges.
t Terry D. Turner, 19, of207 W.
~ Clay St., Clinton, pleaded not
~ guilty on March 8 to the charge
( of trafficking in a controlled
r substance within 1,000 yards of
~ a school. Turner will appear in
~ Calloway County Circuit Court
. ( with his court appointed
~ lawyer, Randy Hutchens of
,. .Murray, on April 12 for a pre•trial conference.
~ Gregory Seaphus, 23, ofMeri10•.dian, Miss., pleaded not guilty
~on March 22 in circuit court to
..-· the Class C felony of trafficking
~ in cocaine and will appear with
l~ Murray attorney Gary
~ Haverstock on April 12 for his
pre-trial conference.
Mike Abraham, 22, of 1315
r:: Main St., .pleaded not guilty to
~ the Class D felony charge of
~~ trafficking in LSD. Abraham
t~ and his attorney, Rick Lampkin
~~ been

t::

of Murray, appeared for the pretrial conference on March 22 in
Calloway County Circuit
Court.
Bart Parnell, 24, of Hendersonville, Tenn., pleaded riot
guilty to trafficking in methamphetamines and will appear
with his court appointed
lawyer, Don Thomas of Benton,
on April 12 for a pre-trial
conference.
Ken Northamer pleaded not
guilty to charges of trafficking
in cocaine in Calloway County
Circuit Court on Feb. 22 and
will appear on April12 with his
attorney, Joe Chaney of Murray, for his pre-trial conference.
Northamer's car, a 1987 Nissan
Pulsar valued at $8,000, was
abo seized in the arrest.
When the indictments were
handed down on Feb. 8, 12 peo·
ple were named. Ten of those
were arrested on Feb. 11 while
the other two, one of whom is
said to be a Murray State student, still have not been
apprehended.

With construction crews
gone, the task of moving in and
furnishing the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology has begun.
Though the center is mostly
empty, James T. Vaughan,
assistant dean to the College of
Industry and Technology, showed The Murray State News
what the taxpayers of Kentucky are receiving.
"We feel extremely fortunate
the taxpayers and legislators
have made this possible," he
said.
Furnishings for the 250-room
building are scheduled to start
arriving in April, said Jean
Hamra, assistant director of
purchasing. Vaughan said he
hopes to have the center furnished by July 4.
"It might be possible to have
classes here this summer," he
said.
Vaughan and Hamra were
part of a committee that worked on the furnishings and colors
inside the center. Mary Conover, interim chairman of the
department of home economics,
ana William Whitaker, chairman of the department of
engineering technology, were
also on the committee.
Vaughan said thecommittee
spent more than a year and a
half designing the rooms, choosing the colors and searching for
the furnishings.
When creating the aesthetics
of the rooms, Vaughan said the
committee looked into functional and affordable
furnishings.
_
Hamra said many studies
have been performed on how
the furnishings and color of a
room can affect the health and
attitude of an individual. From
these studies, she said the committee took into consideration
the comfort of the individual
when ordering the furnishings.
"We are not all the same
height," she said. "We
evaluated it and went with
ergonomic seating.''
Hamra said stools and chairs

Staff Writer

Jim Booth, provost and vice
president for academic and student affairs, said the University has met with the students involved and will wait until after
the legal process is completed
before deciding what form
university level discipline
might take. Booth said the
University must wait until the
charges have been resolved to
ensure fairness to the students.
Joe Green, associate director
of public safety, said public
safaty's involvement has only
' been on a cooperative level and
that the seven-month investigation that led to the arrests is
still ongoing.
County Attorney David Harrington and spokesperson for
Commonwealth Attorney Mike
Ward, the actual prosecutor for
the state, said that unless deals
are made it is not likely that
these cases will be resolved until this fall.
"As far as I'm concerned, I
don't want to make deals," Harrington said. "But those decisions aren't mine."

are very important to the comfort of a room. She said all
stools in the laboratories will be
upholstered and all the stools
and chairs will be acljustable for
better comfort.
'VO complement the comfort,
materials were also used for
praticality. She said the stools
will be upholstered with Tufflok; a material which has been
tested to stand up to the most
abuse. The furniture in the student lounge will also be made of
perforated steel.
"It (perforated steel) has a
really high-tech look," she said.
The high-tech look was what
the committee was looking for
when choosing the colors for the
building.
Hamra said the - building,
because of its function as an in·
dustry and technology facility,
called for colors blue, grey and
burgundy. While the colors'
sound simple, she said it is the
shades of the color&""artd the
mixing of colors with the metal
and wood in the building that
make the rooms visually
pleasing.
The aesthetics of the building
are not the only high-tech
feature oftlie center, however.
Vaughan said one of the
special features of the center is
every room has its own thermostat control, so the
temperature of each room can
be set for the comfort of the occupants, rather than having
the whole building controlled
by a central thermostat.
Another feature of the center
is the absence of chalkboards.
Because of the computer equipment that will be housed in the
center, Vaughan said tack
boards and marker boards were
installed to cut down on the
amount of dust in the building.
For convenience, coded locks
were placed on the doors of
rooms housing computer terminals so students who need access to the computers after
hours could get into the rooms.
Overall, Vaughan said the
center will be pleasing, functional and an asset to the
University.

Sommer nears recovery
By STACEY CROOK

~

".By BRAD CRAFTON

t:

build~ng

One of Murray State's own
is on the road to recovery and
feeling good.
Stacy Sommer is in remission and she said she hasn't
forgotten those who did so
much to help her.
Sommer said she is keeping
busy with a pottery class at a
school in her hometown,
Rockford, Dl. She has been
able to devote a great deal of
time to painting.
She was commissioned in
January to do abstract paintings in an office building in
Rockford.
Sommer, a former MSU student, was diagnosed Oct. 14,
1988 with acute myelogenous
leukemia. She had a five percent chance of survival
without a transplant.
Sommer is now in remission . She received an
autologous bone marrow
transplant which means
healthy marrow from her own
body was removed and then
replaced after the diseased
marrow was killed.

Stacy Sommer

"I think it is all behind me
now," she said.
The Student Alumni
Association sponsored a blood
drive to help find a donor for
Sommer. Although no match
was made for her, there were
66 initial matches, Donna
Herndon, adviser of SAA,
said.
Sommer said a blood drive
in her hometown resulted in a

transplant for a man in
Milwaukee, Wis. Some of her
friends have been called back
for additional testing.
"It was a great thing and
everyone benefitted from it,"
she said.
Lifeblood of Memphis,
Tenn., processed the donated
blood from the SAA bone
marrow drives last year.
Lifeblood officials said 73 per·
sons are in the second stage of
testing for a match and four
are in the third stage.
Long term survival rates increase 45 to 80 percent from
zero to 15 percent after a successful transplant.
The problem facing most
patients is not the risk of
surgery, but the lack of eligible donors. The chance of finding two people with matching marrow is approximately 1 in 20,000.
A probable bone marrow
donor should be between 17
·and 55 years of age and in
good health. A donor should
'be free of heart, lung or
kidney disease and must have
donated blood before.

~

U can't touch this!
753-3333
Featuring:

A VEDA
hair and skin care
Complimentary facial and make over
available

call for details!
Effective April 1 , 1991
Dixieland Shopping Center

•

Stop by and see the
sharpest display of
trophies in town at
Body Elite!
32 - 6 foot Super Star Trophies
10 - Super Star Championship Belts
All to be given away Saturday,
May 4, 7:30 p.m. at the

@,..__

The Brothers ¥of Sigma Chi
~~~t

would Uke to thank ~ne who participated
1n another vecy: succeSSful Derby Days.

We would l1J.(e to ~te the overall
winn er

Alpha

Special con~tulatlons to Derby Queen

Battle of
~a rate Su~erstars
at the Ex o Center

Pi

Alpha

'
Alpha
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Group seeks new t acher evaluations·
By PATRICIA CAIH
a.f~Wrlter

With topics IUCh aa tenure,
merit pay and promotion for
teachers at stake, the teacher
evaluation task force is consulting the best experts and
literature to make the new
evaluation system fair for
everyone, said Joe Cartwright,
chairman of the task force.
The task force baa been
, meeting since December in
search of a new method for
evaluating teachers.
The problem with the
previously uaed teaeher evaluations 8l'Oie last year concerning
the legality of the anonymous

student evaluations which iJa.
eluded comment sheets, he said.
"Our fll'8t task waa to educate
ourselves on the subject of
evaluating teachers," Cart·
wright said. "We are looking at
better practice~~ used acrou the
country, and we brought in Dr.
Raol Arreola, one of the
foremost experts on teacher
evaluation in the country, to do
workahopa with the task force."
A follow-up to the workshop
with faculty and administrators is next on the
agenda, he said.
''We believe we can addreaa
the problem of legality by doing
three things," he said. "First,

we can adopt a validated student ratina form. This type of
form was devised by te.t ez.
perts and we know it is
working.
"Secondly, we can use tbe corporate entity of the cJ.a.room
to evaluate teachers," he laid.
"We would be uiaa oaly 81·
lf8Pt8 data. thUI eliminatfDI
atreme student opintoU on
either eDd,
~. the iDdivi41Dal COlD·
JD.eDt aheeteBhouJclDO ...... be
WMMI,n he said. "'There ia DO problem with an anoBJilloue

rating 1heet, but all the
Utetature and better ~
am. the nation show that we

the new evaluation l)'stem," he
said. ""Theae orpnizations, as
well aa other atudent ~
some ialuea IIUI'I'Otmdina the a teacher presents the material tiona on campus, can convb$:e
students that their vlewa cont.
new evaluation syetem, Cart- to the claaa," he IBid.
wriaht said.
Everyone baa a stake in this We need students to be mch
How much teachiq ill aoilll iaaue, he aid. Studenta want mature critics of teachen
to count relative to other ac- the bellt ~ poaible; tab the evaluations 181'10WIIIty.
tivitie• such aa reaearch, faculty lli8Jiiben want a fair If they do not, the data we
publicatiou and aervice il one syetem aDd couiatency; and ad- will not help."
Tlae talk force is not IOOitDla
at lbe .... that needa to be miniltraton want to be kept in·
clarUW, be aaid.
formed about teachen when for a qalck.ftx aolution.
What oomponenta of teaching makina decisions about wriaht aaid they w
aomethiDg that will last.
will be eft~~ bo9r much promotion.
each ft..,...at lboWtl COUDt
..I think student organiza•ewe ... approachina
ancl what . . . . . wOl be ued tiona auch u the Student iasue in an evoluti
to ...mat. the COIIlpCID8Dta are Government Association and fashion," he IBid. '"We
allo CIDIICil"M Uoat the DeW' TM Murra1 State News will allow for modifications
evalaMtoaa, he ..W.
play a very important role in the way.
..For uample, etuclant opinions may be a iood aource of
abeetl."
Tbe talk force aiml to clarity information reprdina how well

Murray to inaugurate Kurth
By KRISn RUGGI ES
Specie~

Sectlonl Editor

Murray State's eighth preaident will be offtclally installed
during inauauration
• ceremonies in Lovett
Auditorium April 27.
Ronald J. Kurth, who has
already served as the University's president for nine months, said the event ia significant
because it brings the academic
community topther.
..It is a reminder to the entire
community what we are all
about," he said. '"We are about
academics and scholarahtp, and
that ia very important to me."
The 2:30 ceremony will be an
event aimilar to commencement but even more formal aaid
Anita Lawaon, assistant to the
preaident and chairwoman of
the 15-member Inauguration
Committee.
She aaid Gov. Wallace
Wilkinlon and Rep. Carroll
Hubbard will be amona the
ceremony's attendants.
Claiborne Pell, a aeutor from
Rhode laland and friend of
K~J.i will be the pest
speabr at the ceremony.
..il.an especially significant peet .becauae he eetabJilb·
eel the legialation for the Pall
Grants which have contributed

:een.

over PO million to students at
the University, Lawaon laid.
The e88ence of the ceremony
is the presentation of a
medallion to Kurth by Kerry
Harvey, chairman of the Board
of Regents. Lawaon IBid Kurth
will wear the medallion
throughout his term with his
academic regalia.
Lawson also said the
ceremony will have a per10nal
touch because three of Kurth's
four' children will attend and
represent their alma maters in
the processional.
Kurth's daughter Audrey will
lead the proceaaional aa a
graduate from Oxford Universi·
ty in England. The processional
order goes from the oldest
university represented to the
most recent.
Lawaon said she hopes the
event is attended by all
members of the campus
community.
"Inauguration belongs to the
campus and the community,"
she IBid.
Tbe inauguration is one event
in a weekend full of activiQ'.
As part of alumni weekend,
the Concert Choir, Univuaity
Chorale, Choral Union aad
Bl'llll Ensemble will perform in
a ccmcert in Lovett Auditorium

e4 lor Suuday'a breakfut

bu&t.
The COJDJDittee i8 makiDg
plana far about 400 people to attead the bell. ad
eaid
people ahou1cl not heaitate to at-

r.w.on

tend beeauae ot the black tie
option.
Doua Hemdon, director of
alumni afl'aira and member of
the Inaupral Committee, said
activitiea from her oftice will in·
elude the Emeritua Luncheon
and alumni banquet.
The Emeritua Luncheon 011
APril 28 bonon the clal of
lMl and the alumni tbU have
p-.d the &0 year mileltoDe,
Herndon laid. The luncMon
ca.ta .60.
She aaid lbe bopea the l8llior
clu8 will take part ill the
weekend'• activitieL
MWe honor the lr&CluatiDa
clul of 1991 at the alumni ban·
qut," llhe said. •ewe provide
them with complimentary
tickMa and everyone elle paya

.7

flonllld J. Kurth

April 26 at 8 p.m.
After the Saturday inveatiture, the Student Alumni
Aaaociation is aponaoring a
reception in Clara M. Eqle
Gallery at 4 p.m.
That evening, the Depart- •12.&0."
ment of Music ia aponaoring a
HemdoD aaid the inwt..
black-tie optioaa1 inaqural meld otthe campu community
ball. '1be 4l.mui ~JMH ,..,...

wilt fr*ide •~

La~~~
lw. ~
tl~ __. ·iilllf . _
....., ... to .... acJwo)er.
ball M

lhi~ .,...othw halt will

be . .

111 ••••11...._

"rtldat tllau aet'iCtotetfat
. - udtiDI • ; :to• "
~'Iaiii. •..-. a _
a
part ot 1dlkirJ at Malta)
State.,

Conservation scholarships offered
The Kent. . Department for Environmental Protection is

oft'erina ecbolarah.ipa to attempt fillina job vaamciee with

araduatilai students.

Eligible atudents are juniors or seniors with knowledge in

che~ particularly chemical engineering. Other eligible

~ are environmental engineering, aquatic biology, civil
engineering, qricultural engineering and geology. Students
muat be enrolled iB an accredited public college in Kentucky.
The Kentucky Water Reeourc:ea Research Institute is
acreening the applications.
In exch•np for the scholarship, atudents will be expected
to work the aame number of yean they received scholarahipa
after graduation and alao 111m,._. while they are students.
They will receive the approximate cost ot tuition, room and
board, boob and fees.
Eipt N,OOO acholanhipa will be awarded.
The dMdli• for application is April1. For information con·
tact, Romria Teater at the Kentucky Water Reeourcet
Reaearch Institute, (806) 267-1299.

VA scholarships available
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) announced the
availability of acholarJhjpa to nursing, occupational or
physical therapy atudents for the 1991·92 academic year.
Bequ88ta for applications may be made to the ChiefofNuniDa • Chief ot BeMbilitatioD Meclicine at any VA medical
........
dutDeanot

-

Nmnq,mn~ ··~~nmw

Seniors
Graduation announcements
are now available in the
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VIEWPOINT
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EDITORIAL

AMY

rDay care needs
!.closer look

HELM
Staff
Writer

Hamster love
.becomes
nightmare

lI

J With a growing number of students at Murray
i State University being placed in the "non-

i traditional

student" category and many of these
students having children , is it any wonder that this
University desperatly needs a child day care
! center?
: According to a Student Government Association
; "Gripe Day" survey conducted in 1989, child care
1 was the number one program needed among non\ traditional studePtts.
! MSU does have a "head-start" program, but it is
' for those children who are four years old. What
!··about the children who are younger? And what
about the non-traditional students who have these
younger children and must pay out of their own
1pockets for child care?
I The Kentucky General Assembly has authorized
two bills allocating $2 million for the construction
and/or purchase of child day care centers-a
minimum of one per each of Kentucky's seven congressional districts. With this, plans are being
developed for possible child care facilities for college
campuses, such as Murray State.
While proposals, like the ones currently in the
works, are needed and are greatly appreciated,
these present plans have certain "clauses" which
'lare questionable.
. One proposal is that a day care center, located at
lMurray State University, would be for 100 children
~;who are abused and/or neglected, and children from
low income families. In short, this means the child
day care center would not be exclusively for those
i non-traditional students at MSU, but would be for
J the entire region.
, The initial funding for the building's construction
l would come from the state and then, the state
:would take control of the propery-originally owned
i by the University-for parking and outdoor recrea1tion facilities, as the state sees fit.
; According to the Murray State Center for Conti! nuing Education's child day care proposal, the
t university would be in charge of the center's opera~ tions after construction is completed. Support for
1the operation would be needed for, "student
: workers, maintenance, utilities and cleaning."
i Also, an annual subsidy of $12,000 to $15,000
~would have to come directly from MSU to keep up
:the operations of a day care center on the University's property, even though it would be owned by
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
We cannot be everything to everybody. We should
[ not be expected to serve everyone in this region
•4 with day care, we should strive to serve our
: students-first and foremost. We cannot turn over
1our property to the state and then agree to operate
the facilities. True, MSU needs a child day care
center, but this plan is not what we need.
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Opinion most important kind of 'diversity'
f
especially all quality opinion ··
cannot in principle transcend
the interests in race, sex, class,
and/or sexual predilection, then
there would be no other way for
a university to achieve diversi·
ty of opinion.
And yet, it is at least paradox·
ical that the proponents of socalled "multicultural diversity" should make such
stereotypical assumptions
about incompotence of human
reason to transcend the accidents of race, sex, class, and
sexual predilection (assuming
the latter to be an "accident"
like race, sex, and class).
Mouthed from any other
quarter, such stereotypical pre·
judgments would almost certainly be denominated racist,
sexist, classist, or even
"homophobic.''
And if it is denied - as it is by
the most advanced thinkers in
this movement ·· that factors
like race, .sex, class, and sexual
predilection are "accidents," if,
on the contrary, it is asserted
that race, sex, class, and sexual
predilection constitute the
"essence" of "existentially concrete persons," then one
wonders why a university
should allow such an utterly
one-sided, and, indeed, very
retrograde opinion to be pro·
mulgated as official university
policy ·· in the name of
"diversity!"
For at least one of the opinions about which there should
be diversity on any university
campus is the opinion concern·
ing the capacity of the human
intellect to transcend the ac·
Now, this answer is obvious cidents of race, sex, class, and
only on the assumption, or the sexual predilection.
Arguing somewhat ad
pre-judgment, that all opinion,
all important opinion, is effec- hominem, it is, in fact, quite
tivly determined by one's race, ironic that those riding the sosex, class, and/or sexual called "multicultural" and
predilection. Indeed, if the "diversity" bandwagon, not
human intellect -- ostensibly withstanding their own diversi·
the source of all opinion, and ty in race, sex, class, and sexual

It hardly seems to occur to
those currently riding the so·
called "multicultural" and
"diversity" bandwagon that
the most important kind of
diversity for a university is not
in race, sex, class or sexual
predilection, but in opinion.
More precisely, and thinking
about this issue from a faculty
perspective, the most important
kind of diversity for a university is diversity of quality opinion, i.e., thoughtful, learned,
considered, and critical opinion.
By the word, · "quality," I
refer, of course, to the
nieritocratic principle that
must be the conditio sine qua
non of all faculty hiring and
promotion. All other would-be
criteria for hiring and promotion that either detract from,
undercut, or presume to replace
the principle of merit are a
threat to the integrity of the
university as such.
Taking, then, the question of
merit for granted, and affirming that diversity of opinion is
indeed a crucial ingredient for
the vibrancy of university life,
the question arises as to how a
university might best go about
achieving this end.
For those riding the so-called
"multicultural" and "diversity" bandwagon, the answer to
this question is easy and ob- ·
vious: in order to introduce a
suit able diversity of quality opinion into campus life one must
introduce into the composition
of the faculty a suitable diversity in race, sex, class, and sexual
predilection.

If you have an idea for a sports
·story ....................782-4481
l

If you have an idea for a feature story ............. 762-4480 .

If you would like to advertise
in The News •.......762-4478

predilection, tend to be the
most boringly predictable and
uniformly monolithic in their
political, cultural, and moral
opinions. Their idea of "diversity" appears to be a world in
which all of the categories of
society's victims sing the same
song in unison ·· rather like a
grand multicultural Coca-Cola
advertisement, performed, of
course, from what is most
assuredly taken to be the very
highest moral ground.
Let us resist the temptations
of satire, and return to our
serious question ·· namely, how
a university might achieve a
true diversity of quality opi·
nion. I believe that the answer
to this question will most likely
be found only by focusing on the
various disciplines that make
up the university's faculties,
and by finding therein the in·
teresting and important diver·
sities of theoretical and
methodological perspective
that constitute the very life of
these disciplines.
These are the "diversities"
that enliven minds and build
souls. This is the kind of diversity that allows us to serve
simultaneously the demands of
merit and equality without offending the dignity of the
human intellect. It is clear that
a university's authoritative
and official policies ought not,
at the very least, deliberately
offend the dignity of the human
intellect. And if this is so, then
a resolute commitment to
equality of opportunity on the
ground of unswerving fidelity
to excellence is the ''ready and
easy way" to the kind of
authentic diversity that really
is essential to the mission of the
university.
Gayne Nerney
Associate Professor of
Philosophy

If you have an idea for a
commentary orwanttoknow
how to submit retters to the
editor ................. 762-4468

I have always remained
neutral in debates about who is
man's best friend. Now I am
prepared to make a stand.
After being the proud parent,
grandparent and great grandparent of adorable hamsters, I
can definitely say that
hamsters are a man's best
friend. However, my decision
hasn't been easy.
My boyfriend gave me my •
flrst hamster in September to
keep me company. A few days
later, I went to Wal-Mart and
emerged with another hamster,
complete with cage, cedar bedding and play toys. My reasoning for this was that I, being
such a humanitarian, decided
that my hamster needed company. The problem? I chose the
wrong sex.
I didn't find out about this
small detail until about a week
later. 1 had put the hamsters in
two cages connected with tunnels. Toastie and Brownie
seemed to get along well, so I
left them together. It was my
father who noticed that there
were some extra friendly activities going on. Unfortunately, 1 was naive in thinking that
it took hamsters a long time to
reproduce. Approximately
three weeks later, Toastie had
babies.
I was fascinated with her
babies-all eight of them. They
resembled small, pink ilunmy
bears. I went to the library and
checked out several books on
hamsters, so I would be able to
determine the sexes of her
babies. The books didn't tell me
that the babies wouldn't be still
while I examined their
genitals!
Meanwhile, I frantically tried
to get more cages. My laundry
room smelled of cedar bedding
and I had hamsters
everywhere. But when I took
them out of their cages and let
them run around, I realized
how incredibly cute they were.
Obviously, I had to get rid of
some hamsters. I was fortunate
in reducing the number to flve
because other people took pity
on me and offered to take them.
Then Toastie decided that sh~
wanted to have relations with
Brownie again. I guess it is probably my fault because I had Jet
Brownie loose to get some exercise and left the room. I never
should have underestimated
the power of a female. When I
went back to check on him,
Toastie had gotten out of her
cage and had found Brownie. I
hoped in vain that I had gotten
there in time.
Three weeks later, Toastie
delivered 12 babies. I was fed
up at this point because I was
tired of having to worry about
narrowing down the number. I
was too faint-hearted to feed
them to my cats. I found homes
for two of them and took the
rest to Wal-Mart.
Peace was kept around the
house for several weeks afterwards. That is until Honey got
into Sable's cage and stayed
there all night. When I checked
on them the next day, I was
quite upset. Mother Nature
didn't even try to cooperate
with me because Honey
repeated it the next night.
Three weeks later, I became a
great grandmother. Nine little
gummy bears depended on my
generosity for life. At this
point, my father stepped in and
found someone to take the
mother and her babies. Life
became normal again.
Out of over 30 hamsters, only
three remain. I have kept
Toastie, Brownie and their son,
Sable. The way I see it, with only one female, surely I won't be
surprised again.
So my decision has been
made. Hamsters are truly a
man's best friend ... as long as
they don't reproduce!
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College athletics and.academics
By MIKE PADUANO
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Commission's finding
recommends change
Last Tuesday, the Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics recommended
sweeping changes for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association and member schools.
Among the propo~d changes was to give expense money to needy student-athletes for travel
home and clothes, scholarships would be binding
for five years instead of annually renewable,
coaches would not be allowed to negotiate shoe or
equipment contracts and transfers from junior
colleges would have to meet the same admission
requirements as other transfers.
How the proposed changes would affect Murray
State is not dear, but the changes could hurt
MSU athletically and financially.
Racer athletic director Michael Strickland said
that he does not agree'with some of the proposed
changes, but said he agrees with the concept of
cleaning up college athletics and the improvements in "academic integrity."
Strickland said another step that may be taken
is "a rule that says nobody gets in unless they
meet the standards of the university."
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions and records,
said the university policy allows students to
enter school without meeting minimum requirements if the student " demonstrates
academic promise or possesses special talents."
Two of three minimum admission requirements must be met for all students. In-state
requirements are: college preparatory curriculum, a score of 18 on the ACT, and finish in
the top-half of their high school class.
Bryan said that the most current data shows
. that of the freshmen who entered MSU in 1989,
28 students were admitted to school under the
rule including 13 athletes, 14 art and music
students and student in the College of Industry
and Technology.
Bryan said that student·athletes should be
given special consideration for admissions.
"The NCAA now allows special admissions,"
he said. "The evidence that we have have shows
that athletes graduate at Murray State University at a higher rate than the regular student that
comes in."
Bryan said that admission is not given to an
athlete, who does not university requirements,
just because they may be offered a scholarship.
"Coaches need to have a principal, counselor or
school official write a letter stating that a student can perform in college," Bryan said.
The Knight Foundation report also fmds that
football and basketball programs lag far behind
national graduation rates, but the Murray State
football program's graduation rate of 52.2 percent was was above the national averages of all
students, 47.9 percent, and football players, 47 .4
percent.
Racer football coach Mike Mahoney said his
team's performance has improved because of rule
changes and the recruitment of better studentathletes.
"We have a class-cut policy," he said. "We've
suspended guys from games for missing classes."
Mahoney said that Prop 48 has improved the
team's academic performance level.
"If you get an 18 on the ACT or 700 on the SAT,
then you obviously have a better chance of being
successful in college," he said.
Strickland and Bryan both said that Prop 48
needs some revisions.
Strickland said that the test score requirement
discriminates against minorities.
Bryan said he does not feel Prop 48
discriminates, but that its unfair to students who
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Proposed changes
for coUege athletics
• college presidents and trustees ,should
take a more active role within their university'g athletic department having eontrol
over all decisions.
•.
• Presidents should insure theU' athletic
departments follow federal and state laws
·barring aex.u,al descrimination. .
..., .,
• PropositiQn 48 should ~ st~ngthened by •
requiring student -athletes to have 15 units
of high school work instead of th~ current
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How MSU compares with the National Average
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but when it came t ime to
transfer to a four-year school,
he was academically ineligible
at Murray State and sat out the
1989·90 golf season.
"I really don't think that
school will have that much to
do with my future ," be said.
" I'm going try to play golf professionally. I thought about not
going to school, but my mom
and dad wanted me to... "
Sanders said that if does not
make it on a pro tour, then he
would try to find a job as a club
professional.
Sanders said he is not using
the school just to play golf.
"I go to classes," he said. "I
stay eligible, but I don't try
that hard."
Sanders, a recreation major,
said that he will get his degree,
but it may not help him.
"I will get it (a degree)," he
said. "I'm this far along so I
might as well go ahead. I probably will not use my degree. I
can fall back on it."
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Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Source: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

drawing, and I had to have a
table."
Koehler said she spends
many extra hours trying to
catch up after a trip, but she
does a lot of studying on the
road.
"We would bring a flashlight
and study on the road," she
said.
Jeff Sanders' attitude toward
college is more that of athlete·
student.
"I would not be here if I
wasn't playing golf,'' Sanders
said.
Coming out of high school in
Evansville, Ind., Sanders was
one of the top recruited golfers
in the state. He settled on Pur·
due University.
Sanders said he left Purdue
after his freshman year because
he probably would have lost his
scholarship because of grades.
He transferred to Lincoln Trail
Junior College in Robinson, Ill.
for his sophomore year, where
he tied for first in the national
junior college championships
and lost in the ensuing playoff.
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Source: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER ~EDUCATION
have made progress toward a degree.
"If they (student-athlete) make four years of
satisfactory requirements towards a degree and
he has 96 hours of degree credit with a 2.0, Caverage work, then he should be given that year
back," Bryan said. "I think that the biggest
atrocity with Prop 48 and the NCAA.''
Strickland does not agree with the commiss ion's recommendation that restrictions should
be placed on a coach's ability to make money
from endorsements or equipment contracts.
"I don't know that anybody says a professor
cannot get a grant with the United States
government, or make money as a consultant,"
Strickland said.
Strickland said that athletic equipment contracts can lessen the burden on the athletic
department's budget.
"Our basketball coach (Steve Newton) is
employed with a shoe company and he gets some
monetary benefit from that," he said. "We also
benefit because they give us large, large
numbers of free shoes which he plugs into the
program."
Strickland said he agrees with the presidents
making NCAA policies and having control over
the school's athletic program, but that they
should consult with athletic officials before making any changes.
During his tenure at MSU, and prior to that at
Witchita State, Strickland said the none of the
presidents "went to the NCAA convention
without sitting down with the A.D. and going
over the agenda, talking about the issues."
"If a president does not use the expertise of people who had years and years experience, that's
not wise,'' he said. "Everyone of those people (Dr.
Kurth, Dr. Booth and Dr. Stroup) gave me the opportunity to say I disagree. Most presidents go
there (convention) having talked with their
athletic director.
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liThe academic performance of all student..
athletes would be reviewed each semester
and declared ineligible if they have not
made satisfactory progress toward a degree.
• Institutions should require that athletes
graduate at the same rate as other students.
• Scholarships should be for five years, and
needy students should be paid the full costs
of attending college.
• All athletic revenues, including eoachei'
outside revenues, should be channeled into
the rest of the univ~rsity's financial system..
• coaches should be given lo~tg-term contracts baaed on their team·s academic
performance.

Student-athlete's attitudes
affect academic priorities
Kim Koehler and Jeff
Sanders came to Murray State
as student-athletes. but with
much different attitudes
toward college life and their
academic work.
Koehler, a senior interior
design major, divides her time
between volleyball, track and
school work, often with very
good results.
"Classes always come first,"
Koehler said. "My coaches have
always stressed that
philosophy."
Koehler, who has a 3.71 grade
point average. entered college
with a 4.0 high school GPA and
has continued her success
despite missing classes and being on the road about 80 percent of the weekends during the
school year.
Koehler said keeping up with
her studies during the
volleyball season is especially
diffi.cul t .
"There are a lot of matches
during the week, and that is
kind of tough on my schedule,"
she said. "I had to do a lot of
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In his fourth year at the helm of the Lady Racer Volleyball program. Oscar Segovia has a for- mldlble academic and athletic reco rd .
·
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Coach stresses importance
of academic acheivement
Many teams win titles, but Oscar Segovia's ·
Lady Racers volleyball team is loaded with
winners.
Since taking over the head coaching job four
years ago, Segovia has laid a solid foundation
for a winning volleyball program and receives
top performance from his team in the
classroom as well with the team posting a
composite grade point average of 3.25.
Several Lady Racers have excelled during
Segovia's tenure: Lee Ann Allen, a senior
computer science major, was named second
team academic All·America and has a 3 .74
GPA; Kim Koehler, a senior interior design
major, is also a member of the track team and
has a 3.71 GPA; Jill Doty, a junior physical
education major, has a 3.82 GPA; Connie
Ballard, a senior exercise science major, has a
3.71 GPA; Jill McCoy, a senior business administration major, has a 3.25 GPA; Jody
Price, a junior art major, has a 3.46 GPA; and
Belinda Rubio, a sophomore art major, has a
3.10 GPA.
Segovia said that to have great performance
on and off the court, the team needs the proper
leadership. ·
"The coach has to be a motivator,'' Segovia
said. "They have to make sure that his or her
athletes are going at it the right way."
Segovia said that from the time a player is
recruited out of high school until they
graduate, academic performance is the team's
priority.
"If you do not produce in the academic area
first, then you will not be a part of our program," Segovia said. "We have a very well
rounded program. We have great
scholar/athletes."
One of the volleyball program's strongest
points is the attitude of the team members.
"They understand they'll only be here for
four years and there is no professional
volleyball (in America)," Segovia said. ''These

girls are not going anywhere (to play professional sports) except to graduate from Murray,
get a degree and get a great job."
Segovia said he carefully selects recruits
with the proper attitude toward volleyball and
academic work.
I tend to recruit young ladies with a 21 ACT
or' higher," Segovia said. "I talk to them about
what they want out of life. When they don't
respond with some of the things that I'm looking for , I kind of fade away from that particular athlete.
Segovia said he would recruit a top athlete
with academic deficiencies if they have the
right attitude.
"Bringing in a lady of that caliber as far as
not being very strong in the academic part, I
think t hat if you put here in our program,
she'll come out a winner in that area, in the
academic part," he said.
However, he said an athlete that is not a
strong academic performer requires special
consideration.
" I evaluate both sides of it," Segovia said. "I
talk to coaches and parents."
Segovia said close contact with all of his
players is another key to the team's academic
success.
"We talk about long term goals," he said.
"We all have problems. We don't want to talk
about problems, we want to talk about the
answers for our problems."
Segovia said if a team member is struggling,
he will seek tutoring for them, set up study
halls and may even talk to their parents for
help.
"I know that I need to graduate these people
and push them to be their best th at they can
be in the academic area," Segovia said.
"There's a lot of pressure put on coaches to
win," he said. "Sometimes we overlook that
our job is to get these kids to graduate.
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12:40 a .m. - Several noise complaints were reported con·
cerning a group of males singing in the area of Regents and
White Halls.
10:45 p.m. - Someone reported a hit and run accident occurred at 3:45 p.m. in which a Toyota struck a Chevrolet Corsica, breaking t he right rear-taillight lens.
March 25
1:35 a.m. - Two officers responded to the White Hall direct or's report of a fight in t he dorm. The officers found it was a
·
friendly wrestling match.
7:07 p.m.- Someone reported he had just broken up with
his fiancee and she said she was going to jump off the Fine
Arts Building.
March 23
1:26 a.m. - An officer reported beer cans and bottles were
left in the parking lot, trash cans and a room where the
Omega Essence held their dance.
2:57 a .m. - An officer reported a male dropped his pants
while walking with four other males in front of Mason Hall.
4:20 a.m. - A student was arrested on the charge of
operat ing a vehicle under the influence of alcohol at t he 16th
Street and five-points intersection.
March 21
9:50 p.m. - Bill Christmas, 309 Franklin Hall, reported his
VCR, valued at $300, and his Nintendo game with remote,
valued at $110, stolen from his room between 9:30 and 9:45
p.m. During this time his room was unlocked.
March 20
3:18a.m. - A Hart Hall resident reported his 1986 Toyota
stolen from the area of the Sigma Chi fraternity house. The
keys were apparently left inside the unlocked vehicle. At
4:02 a .m. an officer found the vehicle near the Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity house.
'11:30 a.m. - A Woods Hall resident reported his typewrite1·
was stolen from his dorm room during Spring Break. The student and his roommate said the door was locked when they
left for and when they returned from break.
- Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Jennifer J ohnson, staff writer, from materials available to the
public from the public safety department.
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State celebrates Arbor Day
By GREG ALLEN
Reporter

Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson
has set aside April 5 as the day
for Kentuckians to celebrate
Arbor Day.
Arbor Day is the day in which
all Americans should help in
saving the Earth's environment and plant a tree.
Arbor Day has been around
since the early 1800s when a
number of people were alarmed
that a great number of the
for e sts wer e rapidl y
diminishing.
The publication in 1864 of
George P. Marsh's Man and
Nature aroused widespread interest in the seriousness of the
problem.
..
Julius S. Morton of Nebraska
was the first to propose a
regular Arbor Day in 1872 by
getting his state to plant trees.
The director of Murray's park
and recreation department,
Gary Hohman sa id he has been
contacted by several civic
groups about planting trees.
"We've had 60 red bud trees
donated to us and they will be
delivered to us by the end of t he
month or the first of next
month," Hohman said. " If they
arrive before Arbor Day then
they will be placed in the
nursery until they get two or
two-and-a-half feet tall before
we set them out."
As for Murray State Universit y , head of ground s
maintenance Wayne Harper
said everyday is Arbor Day to

them but to officially celebrate
it they will plant trees on that
day.
As for students at Murray
S t a t e, Chip Adams, a
sophomore political science major from Murray said he thinks
everyone should take part in
Arbor Day.
"It is a vastly underated holiday and it deserves much more
credit t han it is given. Murray
should have some type of
celebration be it school, city or
cou nty wide. I really dig
forestry," Adams said.
"Arbor Day goes beyond just
plant ing a tree -- it is symbolic
of our determination to plant
more trees and to take care of
t hose that already grow so
abundantly across our state,"
said Donald Hamm, director of
the state's Divison of Forestry.

Photos by JOHN BERNING
(Above left) Mark Caultt, an MSU employee, plants one of
several trees that add beauty to the campus and help the envlroment. (Above right) Doris Eultta, John Armstrong and Carl Norton of Rolling Hills Nursery plant a Flowering Cherry tree at the
nursery for a later sale.

Factory
Discount ·Shoes
Ladies' Keds

$23.95

<canvas>

Ladies' Tretorn

<canvas>

$23.95

Men's Tretorn

$29.95

Ladies' Eastland

$32.95

Men's Eastland·

$35.95

16th & Main next to
the ATil house
753-9419

Murray State Needs YOU...
to be a

STUDENT AMBASSADOR!
We need Public Relations people with:
Strong leadership skills
Public speaking ability
Good interpersonal skills
Exciting activities include:
- Recruiting prospective students in 4 state area
-Host VIP receptions at Oakhurst
- Help host exciting programs such as:
Fall Senior Day, Junior Jam, Golden 100
-Assist with alumni functions:
Homecoming, Alumni Weekend 1

He didn't rise
from the dead to
hunt Easter eggs.
This year instead of getting on your knees to
hunt Easter eggs, rise up and join us thanking
God for the gift of everlasting life.

MURRAY
AUTO
PARTS
Hwy. 641 N.
753-4424
41APA~
Chassis Parts

~

"e.e~-t£

Must have a 2.75 GPA, 12 hours credit
and be willing to travel.
Applications are available at School Relations Office.
Please return completed applications to
School Relations Office.
Application deadline Friday, April 5.

wheel

Alignment

Interviews will be held Monday, AprilS
and Tuesday, April 9
in the Curris Center, Commonwealth Room.

STUDENT
AMBASSADORS
Murray State University

St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 West Main St.

EASTER LITURGY 10:30 a.m.

o!Mt ..,.,,

June30 1"1

SPACE TIRE, INC.
1406 Main St.
759-1331

•
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MSU acquires new property
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

•

Murray State University has
acquired another piece of property adjacent to campus. Unfortunately for students and
faculty, however, the church
lots will not be used for parking
in the near future.
Charles Outland, superintendent of the physical plant, said
West Side Baptist Church, 108
N. 16th St., sold the building
and lot to Murray State consisting of four tenths of an acre
for $118,000.
The University recently purchased 1.04 acres from the
University Church of Christ in-

eluding the church and lot on
15th Street and a house on
Hughes Street for $197,500,
Outland said.
Ed West, director of the
physical plant, said the house
on Hughes Street will be either
torn down or moved and a parking lot will be built.
"It was beneficial to the
University in the long run to
purchase the properties," he
said.
Both buildings are being considered for use during the spring semester next year to hold
classes in the old section of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts building
during renovation, said Gary T.

Hunt, dean of the College of
F i n e A r t s and
Communications.
The buildings will have to be
modified to meet the needs of
the University. Rooms will be
partitioned off for temporary
use, West said.
The Board of Regents approved funds to be used in modifying the buildings, West said.
The fine arts building will
undergo $3.6 million worth of
renovation, Hunt said.
Structurally the building is
very sound but it needs to be.
modernized to adequately
facilitate the programs, he said.

"It is difficult to teach courses
in a facility that was not
designed for those courses,"
Hunt said.
He said the new design will
be able to meet the needs of
those courses.
The entire renovation will
take about two years. Most
' studios for art and music
classes will have to be relocated
as will some offices and
classrooms.
.
Joe Green, associate director
of public safety, said the parking lot beside West Side Baptist
Church will be zoned for commuter and faculty parking.

BIS seminars scheduled in April
Outreach, is approaching its
fifth
year at Murray State.
Reporter
.
Mary Boaz, interim BIS direcNon-traditional students with
jobs and children will soon have tor, said that the program is
the opportunity to learn more "an independently set curabout a program that can be riculum within certain
worked into their busy academic guidelines."
She said that although
$Chedules rather easily.
A seminar for students in- students are allowed flexibility
terested in pursuing a bachelor to select the classes they want
of independent studies degree to take, the requirements for
will take place April 6-6 at graduation remain the same.
The program bas had over
Murray State University and at
2,000 contacts within the last
Paducah Community College.
The bachelor of independent few years. The majority of those
studies degree program, offered interested were non-traditional
through the Center for Conti- and adult students.
Boaz said that the program
nuing Education and Academic

By MICHELE CARLTON

benefits adult students in two
ways.
"First, for the student who
knows what he wants, instead
of taking classes randomly he
can orient them toward a
degree. Secondly, the student
can find alternative ways of
taking classes, such as a learning contract with the profeasor ," she said.
Overall about 400 students
start the program and about
150-200 are active students
that go continuously.
"Because of jobs and children,
some students are starters and
stoppers. They will go for a

while and stop and start
again," she said.
The seminar sessions are
scheduled from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m.
April 5 and from 9 a .m. to noon
April 6 in Room 152 of the
Business Building at MSU and
in the Student Center for Fine
Arts at PCC.
Participants will be involved
. in discussions of alternative
credit opportunities, including
contract learning, cor respondence courses, television
courses, experimental credit
and challenge examinations.
The deadline to register for
the seminar is April 1.

SAA wins award
for second year
By TIFFANY DEVINE
Staff Writer

Murray State University's Student Alumni Association 1
beat 69 other colleges in nine states to win the Student Alumni Association/Student Foundation Most Outstanding School
Award for the second consecutive year.
Donna Herndon, SAA adviser, said the award was
presented to the chapter at the closing banquet of the di,.strict •
conference hosted by the University of Louisville Feb. 23.
Herndon said the award is judged on the various areas of
service including programming that affects the alumni, involves the community and supports the university, media
that increases public awareness of the organization and the
quality of the presentation.
David Martin, vice president for comp~ting and informa·
tion services for SAA, and Leigh Landini, vice president for
public relations, prepared a 244-page book documenting
SAA's activities for the 1989-1990 academic year. The competition included any activities during the fall, spring and
summer.
Martin, a senior political science major from Henderson.
said the competition was very stiff and that he was overwhelmed when Murray won.
"We're ecstatic about it," Martin said. "Leigh and I spent
the entire Christmas break working on the application."
"We're working on three in a row," he said.
Martin said the focus for next year would not be more activities, but to improve the existing activities.
"If we have another big activity before the semester is out,
I think it will really help us," he said.
"We are also working on a fund raiser for the new arena,"
Martin said.
The top five contenders were Murray State, Appalachian
State, J ames Madison University, Georgia Tech and the
University of South Florida.
Murray State was represented by 16 of 400 delegates at the
district three conference.

CALENDAR
Friday March 29
Tllellrl. 'Blue Collar Bluel,• a
comedy wl be pmentld at
8 p.m. In the Robert E.
Johnaon Theater. Admlaalon
II $5 for adultl and $4 for
students and aenlor clttzn.

Saturday March 30
'
,._, Nl.7 un. weigh -In, noon
pull It the Weat ICintudcy

r

lMitoc:k Show and

Center. AdmiMion

Sunday March 31
llllllrt. 'Blue Collar Bh.111• wiN
be presenlld at ap.m. In the
Johnson Theatre.

AQIItlll-. The MSUHousing
Olllce Is now accepting
applications for resident
acMsor positions. For more

ALC c...... Staff memben of
the Adult laming Centllr
will be attandlng a
conference In Loullvllle. The
center w11 reopen at aLm.
on Monday.

Information phone 782·2310.

Monday Aprll1

1111111. 'The Exordst Ill" ll3:30,
7 and t :30 p.m. In the Cunil
Center thelter. Admlaslon Is
$1 for the matinee, $1.50 for
students with 1.0. and $2.50
for others at the M niiiO
show.

E*tlllw. Comedian and
maglclln Bob Gamer at 5:30
and 7:30 p.m. In the Stablll.
Admission II free.

1....... General MotM will
be on campus to glw away a
new CoMtte. lntereated
stUdents should be on Cutchin
Field at noon.

RIIIILTlle Junior brass rtCftal
of S1lve Shlfferdecker at 8
p.m. In the Annex Recital Hall
of the Doyal Rne Arts Cefttlr.

llllllnt. The Munay camera
Club will meet at 7 p.m. In the
Calloway County Public
Llbruy located ll 710 Main

E'IMI. Sculpture by BFA degree
candldatl Chal'lll A. Elhram
Jr. ln the upper level of tile
Cllra M. Elgie Glllry.

Admlalon II free.

St.
........... The f1lderll Oepoelt
l~~~~nnce Corporatl_on w11
lnteMew bullne&S majors for
bank IICII1llner1 positions.

Admllllon lsfrel.

MM. Gl'lphlc dellgn by
Annlla Hunt , photogfl&)hy by
lAiafl Alln. .. CURti teillar

-

aaJiiry. Free admllalon.

.1

Ir---------------------------------~I

I~
I

.9Luaust
Moon
!
,
ZJ
CHINESE RESTAURANT

L-~111!!..----

Take out service call

759-4653

I
:

------~---~-------------..1

1206 CHESTNUf

'S

Alloclatlon. 5 p.m., Currta

Center ........ omc.rs will bt
elecald.

Lllllrt. Jam• Baker, profllaor
of hlltofy at w.tlm
l(eptuc:ky UnMrlly, on
philosopher Er1c Hoffer at4
~.m. In the 8altdly Room.
8poiiiCifld by Phr Alpha Tlllla
' - · Robert EJohnlon theltrt
ll3:45 p.m. SIIOfiiOrtd by
Sigma Kappe lbeta.

........ Mlit 8enrilllglllld. •
_l,_m. flmll Rtcllll Hd.

759-4944
'

o.1
Unw-

The calendar lists Mills
genera~ ~ntert~t to t11t

lltY communly. To place your;
actiYly onthe c:alendar, atop by ~
The MIHTiy Stall lewl offiCe ·
(1 11 Wllf,on Hall) and complete ·
a calendar form. Deadline for •
calendar submlalons Is noo~~
Monday prior to the Ft1day 11:,

.....The MurrqSW. ,_,u.ti~
. ..:.~

Mnll • epa alowl. .,.•

--~~not reepollllble for~~

Mnll or 1ntorm111on lltld In!
this calendal.
\

(502)782-4488

\,

'I

...

••. :
. , , . lD .a.m. - 10 p.m.
. . . . . • ........_, 8 a.m. - 10.P~:
l'rtdllt _...,.. 8 LJD. - 11 ·~~
~· 1

"Student Special"

Preferred tannlni packaee only $19.95!
10 tanning sessions
10 body stickers
3 - System Tan Enhancer ·
Retail prtce $47

while s upplies last

~

~i
~i

.N

.,:~~

Video Gold's priCe $24.9~~!

r ----------------------- ------ ---------------,~
~ ·i
1 When you purchase ''Student Special" bring In this coupon
1 along with your MSU m and receive TWO (2) free sessions.
.1-f

.L---------------~~~-~~~~!-------------------~1

STUDY AND TRAVEL
SUMMER 1991 IN
EUROPE
Programs in:

•Earn up to 6 houn credit

Bregenz, Austria
Salzburg, Austria
Nimes, France
Paris, France
Madrid, Spain
Florence, Italy
Munich, Germany

•Eurall pau for unlimited
travel in Europe

•Prices Include round trip air
fare, room and board
(hr

,.....Ia

BftCeU, A18tlta.

Uldl'rulce oaly.)

•Time available for
Independent travel
•Variety of courses offered
•FtnanclaJ aid available
•No knowledge of forelgD
language required for most
programs.
One year of coUeae leYel 8pualah,
or equlnlent. required for lladrld.

Applbltfon deadline
~toApri114

For more Information
contact

The KIES Office
762-3091

~'

......... Student Alumni

VIDEO GOLD

LunCh

I
: Olympic Plaza

Calendar Information

•

1

Student Discount:
ntnner
;
I ~.=~ 10% ofT all dinner dishes ::;';.:~=Y 1
I and lunch tpeclal Monday-Thursday expires April 15 l'rtclq- saturday 11
I lla.m.- 2:SOp.m. one coupon per customer per visit 4:SOp.m.- 10p.m.
I
I

Thursday Aprll4

Wednesday April 3

Tuesday April 2

MURRAY
AUTO
PARTS
Hwy. 641 N.
753-4424
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ttobbies for young at heart
By Jon Futrell

Students boost hobby sales
hat are you
doing with
those baseball
cards? You're a
growing boy!
You shouldn't
be collecting
baseball
cards!"
"Why are you reading those
comic books? They are just for
little kids!"
"You're still playing with
those dolls? Grow up already!"
Heard those words before? If
so, chances are you have been
collecting baseball cards, comic
books, dolls, various models
and the like since you were a
kid. You might even be collecting today. Several Murray
State University students are,
as local bobby store owners can
attest to.
Rick Burgess is the co-owner
of Murray True Value Home

and Auto Store, which sells supplies for radio.controlled cars,
model rockets, model railroads,
among other hobbies. Burgess
said the radio-controlled cars
are his biggest seller.
"We sell some models to college, high school and middle
schools, but our biggest thing is
remote-controlled cars and
parts for them," Burgess said.
"Some come in for model trains,
but most of them don't have a
layout."
Butch Hutson, owner of Comics Plus, said MSU students
make up 80 percent of his
customers since his January
move from the Southside Shopping Center to across the street
from Ordway Hall.
Sharing a building with Comics Plus is The Club House,
owned by Kenny Johnson. His
customers are also 80 percent
MSU students, and he said they

like baseball and basketball
cards.
"They don't buy too many
single packs, but packs like Up·
per Deck baseball cards and
Skybox basketball cards are
good sellers," Johnson said.
"Football and hockey cards
don't sell too well."
Another person making a living with baseball cards in Murray is Sammy Cunningham,
manager of the Home Run Hobby Shop. He said students l~ke
basketball and rookie cards.
"Right now, with the Murray
State basketbal l team doing so
well, we're selling a lot of
basketball cards," Cunningham said. "There are a lot of
college students looking for
those rookie cards. They buy
packs that are cheap and hope
there's a good rookie card that
pans out in the future."
Obviously, these bobbies are

not just for kids. Burgess said
90 percent of his customers are
in their 20s.
"Most of my customers are
just men passing their time
with these hobbies," Burgess
said. "But some of them have
$500 to $1,000 dolll!rs tied up in
remote-controlled cars."
Hutson said the fantasy and
nostalgia of comic books keep
them a favorite of collectors.
"You can read comic books
and escape from things like the
Persian Gulf Crisis, which
means war comics are not moving," Hutson said. "For a person like me, it might be to
relive the old days. I don't like
the current Batman and Superman books, but when I look at
the old ones, I remember back
to when I read them. Some of today's collectors might do the
same thing with today's books
15 years from now."

Photo by TRENT REDMOND
~elth Oglesbey has been collecting and building model planes,
cars and trucks since he was very young.

E

sCollection makes
&or model citizen
hen one sees
him with his
long hair, Tshirt and faded
jeans, one
might not think
of Keith
Oglesbey as a
model citizen.
t. But he is a model citizen in
lPllOre ways than one.
The 28-year-old has been the
:Owner of the Spoke and Pedal
:bicycle shop in Murray for

~~~ ::rof his life, though,

I

e has built and collected
omodels of planes, cars and
rucks both stationary and
radio-controlled.
Oglesbey said he beifan
l>uilding models at an extreme·
py young age.
"I started building models
hen I was 3 or 4 years old,"
l)glesbey said. "I gradually got
to mini-scooters, go-carts and
otorcycles.
"Anything with a wheel and
~ngine I'm interested in," he
~

t

~aid.

: This interest put him in comtt!!tive motorcycle racing
n he was only six Eventually, be found himself working as a mechanic in a Honda
store owned by his father. The
ye~r·round aspect of model
lding made that the most a pIing of these activities.
~ ou can build the· models in
winter while motorcycle
ng is just a summer sport,''
esbey said.
e currently has 40 to 50
.. ole-controlled models in his
ollection, but that number
ltnge changes frequently since
esbey professes to be a
eeler and dealer with such
·ooels.

I

•

I

''Anything with
a wheel and
engine I'm interested in"
Keith Oglesbey
Owner of Spoke and

Pedal

He said his hobby does not
cost much money, but once so, meone gets involved, they can
be hooked.
"The hobby is not that expensive but it gets addicting,"
Ogles bey said. "You're
building one project, and
something else catches your eye
and you buy it. You end up with
several projects going on at
once."
Oglesbey said he does not
have a favorite among his
models. He has collected more
model cars and trains than
anything, claiming to be only a
novice with model airplanes.
Oglesbey said it is the detail
and complexity that makes
each of his models so different.
''You have certain models you
put a lot of time into, and they
are your least operated because
of the detatl," Oglesbey said.
"There are others you do not
put a lot of time into that you
bang up a lot."
While his store is currently
bicycles only, Oglesbey said he
would like to make his hobby
part of his business.
"If I ever get the time from
the bicycle business, I'd like to
make this a bicycle and hobby
shop," Oglesbey said. "Eventually, [ intend to do so."

Photo by MIKE PADUANO
Model airplanes are one of the many items collected as a hobby by children of all ages. This airplane Is the Bart Simpson al 1
owned by Mike Paduano.
rp ane

Child's toys become collectible
Webster's
Third New Internaticnal Dicticnary, a doll is
defined as "a
s m a ll -scale
n

figure of a human being used
es p ecially as a child's
plaything."
They may be small-scale
figures of human beings but do
not tell Amy RothRChild they
are just a child's plaything.
Rothschild, a senior elementary
education major from Clinton,
has been collecting dolls for 10
years. She said she likes the
permanence of the dolls in her
collection.

Student J'IIPOftH to the .,..tlon:
If you are one of the many drivers
ho almost failed the driver's license
~M because of the parallel parking
~~~.' Volkswagen is creating the car

~

Can you parallel park?

Most people approach parallel parkwith sweaty palms, but the new
lkswagon Futura will leave parking
the tip of your finger - literally.
II you have to do is push a button,
a computer in the car will do the
• t. Using laser beams and computer
~sors, the car will park itself while the
~ver waits outside.
~~utura may be available in five years. Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

"I have a lot of dolls made of
china and some are plastic or
rubber," Rothschild said.

r.;il_..._A;....;;S;..;::U;;;;..C.;;;;.;;E~O.;;;.P...;;;;I;;;;;;;;;.I;;;;..;;FE;;;.._....,
~

Mover and shaker

Bart Schofield, a graduate student in public
administration from Smithfield, said his involvements on campus led him to choose his graduate major.
He has been active on campus since he was
a freshman in numerous activities and clubs.
Schofield is currently a senator for Student
Government Association and was actively involved In several activities during his undergraduate studies at Murray State.
Story on page 10

"They are something that I
could keep forever and pass
down to my own children."
None of the dolls in her collection were passed down from her
mother. Rothschild said her
mother did not start collecting
until she did. Though she lives
in Murray, most of Rothschild's
collection is with her mother.
"My mom lives in Cairo, Ill.,
and she keeps most of them
there,'' Rothschild said. "I've
only got one doll here in
Murray."
Rothschild said the dolls,
which were gifts, are stored in a
big shelf built into a wall in her
Cairo home.
There are 30 dolls in her collection, but she said she could

not name one doll as a favorite.
"There are some dolls I like
more than others, bv.t T can't
pick a favorite because they're
all so different," Rothschild
said.
Among the dolls in her collection are a set of sailors, a German boy dressed in lederhosen
and a German girl in a native
dress and braids on top of her
head.
While these and other dolls
are nice, Rothschild said she
would prefer to teach instead of
pursuing a career involving
dolls.
"It (doll collecting) is just a
personal hobby," Rothschild
said. "I'd rather work with
children in the school system."

Magic 'Zone•
Students will be thrilled and amazed
In addition to having their funnybone
tickled as The University Center Board
presents a night of comedy and Illusion
Tuesday during Comedy Zone.
Bob Gamer, comedian/magician, will
perfonn in two very different hour long
shows in The Stables.
The first show begins at 5:30 p.m. It
features Garner performing close-up
illusions.
The second show consists of a
comedy routine along with magical tricks
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Admission for the two shows is free.

......

.... \ir.'
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Comics offer enjoyment

Photo by TRENT REDMOND
More than 40 trucks, both stationary and remote-controlled, make up Keith Oglesbey 's collection .
Trucks are just one of the many things students collect as a hobby.

(ways of keeping comic books
preserved) because they are in
such bad shape. I keep them for
sentimental reasons."
In fact, he stopped collecting
comic books 1 for a while but
started collecting again a year
ago. One reason he said he
started collecting again is the
investment potential.
When DC Comics started its
five-part Robin miniseries last
November, Hosford purchased
10 copies of the first issue and
plans to buy 20 copies of the
first issue of Marvel's new XForce.
"The comic books are a good
investment," Hosford said.
"People ask me if I'm selling
one of those Robins. I probably
won't sell until 10 or 15 years
from now when they might be
worth $300 to $400."
Another factor that brought
him back to comic books was

ith such re·
cent films as
Batman and
Dick Tracy plus
the TV series
The Flash, com·
ic books are
hotter than ever. But for the
biggest collectors, they have
never gone out of style.
Garry Hosford, a 1983 Murray State graduate in
radio/television now working
on a medical technology degree,
is that type of collector. He
started his collection in the early 1960s with an issue of SubMariner, then costing 12 cents.
He said most of his older
books would not be worth much
considering the times and the
books' current condition.
"Then, you didn't buy them to
collect but to read/' Hosford
said. "I've got a bunch of books
that aren't bagged or boarded

meeting friends at Comics Plu.a,.
a comic book store in Murray.
He said he enjoys talking to the
owner of the store, Bu~
Hutson.
·~,
His favorite titles inc~
such older books as Faust ai\i
the six-part miniseries M{A':;
shall Law. Hosford said he look·
ed far and wide for all six books
in that series.
"I bought the fourth issue for
75 cents, and I liked it so mit"~
I had to get the other fiv,e;l!'
Hosford said. "It took me abO{it:
a year traveling fr~'
Evansville to Paducah. I fina~
g o t t h e 1 a s t o n e ~:Ji
Madisonville."
-:·:::
While the recent mov~
brought in some new co~
book fans. they did not bring 1ft
Hosford.
,·
"As far as my collecting goes,
the movies don't matter,':
Hosford said.

I Area hobby dealers for the young at heart
·

Baseball Card

Comic look

Dolls & Doll Houses

Hobbles & Models

Comics Plus

The Book Store

Johnson Beverly Antiques

Rasche Cycle Co.

603 S. 4th St.

1417 Olive St.

405 Broadway

2201 Kentucky Ave.

713 Kentucky Ave.

Murray, KY

Murray, KY

Murray, KY

Paducah, KY

Paducah, KY

Paducah, KY

527-2534

759-1214

759-1521

753..()920

443-9434

~-1034

443·5167

The Clubhouse

Cards & Comics Collector

Kentucky Sports Card

Ws/lcer's Comics & Cards

Murray Home & Auto Store

The Miniature Shop

Specls/ Touch

1417 Olive St.

130 Broadway

1559 Husbands Rd.

1 Executive Blvd.

Chesnut

501 Said Rd.

Kentucky 08ks Mall

Murray, KY

Paducah, KY

Paducah, KY

Paducah, KY

Murray, KY

Reldland, KY

Paducah, KY

753-8188

444-0366

443-6642

753-2571

898·2962

443-6908

C & J Baseball Cards

Big 0 Baseball Cards

Home Rome Hobby Shop

103 W 11th St.

502 Maple St.

Benton, KY

·

.

Source PURCHASE AREA TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON ·:
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..-w.\' Anniversary Special! 1
: $25 Q FF Any complete pair :

ll

~tended

I

hours

14 beds amOable

:l l,

Homet;!np~e:z:e;~eglasses 1

See the difference
Compare our

pr~e$

1

& SAVE.

Summers {Ojitical
o•~ ,,_ .,,.,.,

--···················
•I

Tanning supplies
amiJable

Offer aood tbru AIWI 30. 1991

•

4 beds with 6.5

ultra lamps

•Over 3,000
Movies
4 visits
$8

:1

1u-1061

7 visits

10 visits

$14

$20

1 month
$35

•VCRs

• Nlntendo
• Free
Membership
Ohtrencll

J-30. ltll

Bel - Air Shopping Center

Student Discount Available
753-WOLF

Olympic Plaza

ROSE'S WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
301 Olive St.
753-1351

Our Daily Super Specials!
EVERY M O ND AY:

Congratulations
1991 Miss MSV.

EVERY TUESDAY:

Mitzi Jones

EVERY WED NESD AY:

EVERY THURSD AY:
*FASHION SHOW EVERY THURSD AY AT NOON
*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!
We are offering you quality food,
first class service & a pleasant
environment to dine
only at

i~ -\\ot;~ ~N\:
!JJ9{1:, 'DI9{J9{(j ~rrYlW(~'I
Also owners & operators of Majestic of Mayfield.
We accept,reservations for small or large parties. receptions
or group meetings.

641 South

Most Photogenic Traci Hamlin
and a great job

Kathy Blackburn
Ginna Curling

Midlelle Young
Renee Amberg

Class Action
1:30 p.m. 7:10 p.m.
3:30p.m. 9:15p.m.
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Modern writer
reveals energy
with fairy tales

_Student stayS involved
-with campus activities

By AMY LEAR
Assistant campus Life Editor

By BILL BALTZ
Assistant Sports Editor

He is soft.spoken, but do not
let that fool you. If there is
anything that needs done,
, then Bartlett Starr Schofield
is your man.
Schofield or Bart is a
graduate student in public
ad ministration from
Smithfield. He graduated

--MAKING

THE GRADE
with a bachelor of science in
agricultural mechanics from
Murray State in May 1990.
He was a doer when he got
here and has been doing ever
since.
.
Schofield currently holds
the post of Student Govern·
ment Association Senator
representing the College of
Industry and Technology. As
an undergraduate he was
, SGA Judicial Board Chairman, Noble Ruler of Alpha
Gamma Rho, president of the
Ag Club, president of the lntrafraternity Council and has
been a member of numerous
societies and clubs.
Schofield, the son of Art and
Cheryl Schofield, comes from
a rural background, but not a
farming one. He said he chose
h is major of agricultural
mechanics, because of a
fascination with tractors and
construction equipment.
"I came to Murray because
it was close to home, I knew

.
Photo by KEVIN LEVERENZ

Bart Schofield , a graduate student In public administration from Smithfield, works as a senator for the Student
Government Association .

what I wanted to major in,
and the staff kind of recruited
me," Schofield said.
Schofield's new major in
public administration is an
offshoot of his service in cam·
pus organizations as an
undergraduate. However, he
said people often say his ma·
jors do not match up, but he
said his graduate degree
should give him the edge in a
potential governmental ad·
ministrative post.
One of the accomplishments
he said he is most proud of
was helping to bring the
Sigma Tau Giutima fraternity
to campus. The instl}llation of
a fire alarm system and
remodeling of the rooms at
the AGR chapter when he

R E S E.R V E 0 F rItE R S'
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was Noble Ruler are also
among his many noteworthy
achievements.
Schofield said everyone
should become involved and
offered two pieces of advice
for those who are so inclined.
''They should get involved as
soon as possible, even as
freshman, and everyone has
something or a part to con·
tributf?.'' he said.
"I like it here at Murray
State, and it still has a lot to
offer me. I think I have
something to offer it, too," he
said.
Editor's Note: This is the
sixth part of a 10-part series
profiling student scholars who
are also active on campus.

It is a single word or picture
usually about nature that
grows, not in the head, but
down in the stomach near the
heart. The idea tr avels through
the hand to the paper.
F or Folke Tegetthoff, an
Austrian writer and storyteller,
this is t he way fairy tales are
born.
"I don't sit everyday and construct t he story," he aaid. "The
most important act of writing is
to live in the right way for me."
Living the right way is to be
in balance and harmony with
Photo by AMY LEAR
his wife, t hree daughters and
neighbors, and then he can get Folke Tegetthoff, an Austrian storyteller, spoke to several
in contact with t he fairy tale, classes on campus. The Waterfield Library houses the TegetTegett hoff said.
thoff collection and was presented five new books Saturday.
"To me, fairy tales are not
literature but energy," he said.
"When I'm r eady to get in con·
tact with the fairy tale, I sit
down with a white piece of
paper and 50 pencils, and it
flows out of me."
In 1979, Tegetth off left
medical school to follow his true
Two music students will present recitals this week. Steve
calling of writing and imShifferdecker, a junior music education major from
mediately began on a very old
Belleville, Ill., will present a brass recital at 8 p.m. Tuesday
· art in a new way: telling fairy
in the Annex Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts Center.
tales on stage. Since then he
Mark Benningfield, a senior music education major from
has written more than 25 books
Louisville, will present a trumpet recital at 8 p.m. Thursday
for children of all ages.
in Farrell Recital Hall of Doyle Price Fine Arts Center.
Tegetth off said he sees
storytelling as the most impor·
tant and beautiful way of
communicating.
The Murray State University Percussion Ensemble, con·
"Before the moment I slipped
ducted
by Tom Vanarsdel, will perform in concert at 8 p.m.
on stage, I was a very shy perTuesday,
April 9 at the Annex Recital Hall of Doyle Price
son," he said. "I didn't know if I
Fine Arts Center.
could say one word, but when I
The Munay State Dance Company will also perform at the
was on stage it was like a flash
concert.
came into me and I said I know
I am a fairy teller."

AROUND CAMPUS
Two present recitals

Percussion , dancers perform

MURRAY
AUTO

T R A I NI NG t 0 R P S
14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

PARTS
Hwy. 641 N.
753-4424

t
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II now taldng applications for the Fall.
1111 tallowlng podlons will be open:
NEWS STAFF:
NlwiEdllllr
Allllllnt Nlwl EdiiDII
Clmpul Ufl Editor
Altlltlnt r.ntpua ure EdiiDrl

:.:Editors

=&lor

MY DEGREE GOT ME TBE lmRVIEw.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TBE JOB.

ADVERTISING STAFF:

You can begin to develop impreuivel..dership aldlls with an Army ROTC elective.

!&!:....,
Sllll~

otter eliCit June~. 1111

==

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION IN
WILSON HALL, ROOM 111 NOWII
-·~ ......... br Mln:b 29.

MIL 102 Rifle Marksmanship
Register now without obligation.

i

ARMY ROTC
1IE SMDTEST C:OWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAlE.

For more Information contact

Your window on the wand

Todd Harrison 762-4123

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT, INC.
408 N. 4th St.
753-6779

SAA Meeting
would like you to take a look at the recent
survey results concerning prices.
Medium

1 topping
with ch eese
Medium

5 t oppings
with cheese

Pizza Hut

Pa.tllai's
$7.15 +tax

$9.58 +tax

$9.95 + tax
Pagliai's Special

Large

1 topping
with ch eese

$9.25 +tax

$11.29 +tax
Pizza Hut
S upreme

• FREE refills
• Chtldren 's menu

• Superb atmosphere

510 Main

Dominos

$7.52 +tax

$ 7.40
tax included
$ 11.49
tax inclu ded

·~

$10.59 +tax

$12.38 +tax

~e
$13.99 + t ax
$12.40 +tax
5 toppings
Pizza Hut Supreme
Pagliat's Special
with cheese
.,.able seJVtce v. counter service
PagJtat•s also offers•35 minute delivery guarantee or

Mr. Gatti's

$9.85 +tax
$13.66 +tax
50%

off, not $3 if late
(Chicago style plz.za & video deliveries excluded)
•Quality - Qu ality - Quality
No one match es Pagliai's Quality

$10. 13
free delivery
$7.41 - pick-up
tax included
$1 6.01
free delivery
$13.29 - pick-up
tax inclu ded

• Larger menu selectJon
nJghtly specials
•Game room & party rooms
•Seating for 300

•oa11y &

753-2975

and
Officer Elections!
Thursday, April 4
5 p.m.
Curris Center Theater

_,
I
I

Officer applications
available in SAA office
and must be turned in by
noon April 4.

t
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Local writers
What•s Hot
This 'Week
'play' around
in area festival Movies

JON
FUTRELL
Reviewer

By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

New movie
gives public
'Class' act

Being able to write a play is a
talent that few people are able
to achieve. Although it is not an
easy job, or for some a hobby, it
brings joy to those who have the
ability, especially those who
are involved in West Kentucky
Playwrights.
The W es t K entucky
Playwrights' Festival will be
at the Playhouse in the Park
from April 19·21 and April
26·28 . .
IIA.pril19 at 8 p.m. "Die Like a
Dog in the Middle of the Road"
will be performed.
• April 20 at 8 p.m. "Patients,"
"Kidney Punch" and "The Pain
of R oast Pork " wi ll be
performed.
• April 21 at 2 p.m. "Out of
Tune," "The Death and Resurrection of J ames Robert Figgers" and "The Statue" will be
performed.
• April 26 at 8 p.m. "Out of
Tune," "The Death and Resurrection of James Robert Figgers" and "The Statue" will be
performed.
• April 27 at 8 p.m. "Die Like a
Dog in the Middle of t he Road"
will be performed.
• April28 at 2 p.m. "Patients,"
"Kidney Punch" and "The Pain
of Roast Pork" will be
performed.
Kath ryn Ballard, festival
coordinator, said the
playwrights were from
Paducah, Mayfield, Murray,
Cadiz and Paris, Tenn.
"This year's plays are by
authors who live in Murray and
Calloway County. They range
in length from 10 minutes to a
full·length play," she said.
BaJlard said two of the
fest ival plays have been
published by Dr amatic
Publishing Company. Last
year's festival was covered in
USA Today. In three years, the
festival has introduced 20 new
works and 13 new playwrights
to Kentucky audiences.
She said the festival is a unique story.
"It is a unique success story of
a grass roots efforts to nurture
new playwrights in a part of the
state not known for literary
zeal," Ballard said.
Ballard said the festival is a
performance of new plays
which have never been produc·
ed.
As for being a member of
West Kentucky Playwrights,
Ballard said it meets two mon·
ths in the fall. The members
read one another's play, and
then they refine it.
"Anybody who has been
working on something has the
opportunity to wor k on it. We
consider it 'Works in Progress,"' she said. "There is
usually a dea dl ine i n
December. They submit their
work. We have a panel of
readers who read all the plays
and evaluate them."

Wherever you look on TV,
there is a courtroom drama.
You could go to NBC for L.A.
Law and Matlock, ABC for
Equal Justice and Eddie Dodd,
CBS for Jake and the Fatman
and The Antagonists and Fox
Photo furnished by PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
for Against the Law.
Will all these "objection"s,
Playhouse In the Park presents Shakespeare's " The Taming of the Shrew," directed by Robert
"sustained"s and "overruled"s Valentine. The play offers a new t wist with a western setting.
you might be looking for an
escape in the movies. While
searching, you might run
across something called Class
Action and say "Another
courtroom drama! I could watch
this on TV for free!"
Not really, because very little
of Action takes place in a courtroom. The focus is equally
divided between the legwork By KRISTIE HELMS
Sally Mahoney. a graduate English major from
lawyers do before and during a
Assistant Campus Ufe Ed1tor
Marion.
trial and the reconciliation bet·
Shakespeare meets John Wayne in a produc"At first I thought it was odd, but then it
ween father and daughter attion of "The Taming of the Shrew" by the started making more sense," she said. "Because
torneys (Gene Hackman of Playhouse in the Park. The play, which is tradi· like the wild west was, this play is big and bold
Mississippi Burning and Mary
tionally set in medieval Italy, has been moved to with great big characters."
Elizabeth Mastrantonio of The
the western frontier in the 1890s.
Mahoney. who plays the part of Bianca, said
Abyss) on opposite sides of a big
The play, directed by Robert Valentine, despite the hard work involved in the production,
case.
revolves around two sisters, Katherine, the it was worth doing.
The fllm opens showing just "shrew," and Bianca. Bianca will not be allowed
"It takes up a lot of time, but it's worth it," she
how opposite these lawyers are. to marry, despit,e a number of boyfriends, until a
· Margaret (Mastrantonio) wins husband can be found for her sister. A possible said. "This production is especially good because
a corporate law case in 12 husband, Petruchio, sets out to marry Katherine of the fine actors. I'm able to learn from them."
Katheryn Ballard, executive director at the
minutes. Across the hall, when he lear ns of her large dowry in marriage,
Jedediah (Hackman) is whipp· but he first must tame her into being a suitable Playhouse, said although audiences may find the
language of Shakespearean plays difficult to
ing a courtroom audience into a wife.
frenzy over a man who shut
This production was set in the West for a understand, the western setting makes the
dt>wn an industrial polluter number of reasons, said Kaye Pope, costume drama more accessible.
with his pick·up tr~ck .
"People are more familiar with that lifestyle,
designer for the play.
Margaret defends corpora"Mainly, we wanted to do something a little and the plot really works in that setting,"
tions in a big law firm where different. The play deals very much with Ballard said. "People think that things were a lot
she hopes to make partner. Jed chauvinism and t he battles between man and different 300 or Sf>:years ago, when really it's the
likes to help the Davids against woman, and this period lends to that subject same as today." ~
the Goliaths. You can guess matter."
"The Taming o the Shrew" runs March 29·31
what sides they argue in a case
Acting out the Shakespearean drama in the at the Playhouse m the Park. The play begins at
involving a possibly lethal sta· American frontier is sometimes difficult, said 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday.
tion wagon.
This seems to be courtroom
drama-meets·generation gap.
With Hackman and Mastran·
tonio in the roles, it rises to a
level of high intensity.
For those used to trial scene
after trial scene in the movies,
it is a refreshing change of
pace. We get to meet the people
involved in the case before they
are put on the witness stand,
where everything has to be
summarized. at least in the
movies anyway.
During this investigation, we
see little of Hackman except to
react to road blocks thrown up
by Margaret's law firm. This
part of the film belongs to
Mastrantonio, and she does a
great job of carrying it.
Before this film, Mastran·
tonio had only done supporting
roles. Director Michael Apted
Photo furnished by THEATER DEPARTMENT
(Gorillas in the Mist) took a
chance giving her so many
scenes and it paid off. As
Margaret discovers the car in
The Murray State University Theater Department will begin performances of " Blue Collar
question may be deadly, we feel
Blues' • Friday and Saturday and April 4 and 6. The comedy centers In a small town of Coffee,
the pain of betrayal, anger and
Arkansas and Is directed by James I. Schempp.
regret along with her.
You may not think production design would be so important in a film such as Action,
but production designer Todd CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD GONE MAD
Hallowell does a great job with ~~~~~~~----------,---------~:::=;;~------~~JUiTT]5~~~--~--11~~~:;~--,-~~~~,
it. His sets of Jed's earthy of·
flees, Margaret's sleek high rise
offices and the futuristic offices
of Argo Motors are real eye·
catchers.
But with all its courtroom doings, Action also concerns a
father and daughter patching
up their longtime differences.
We first see the differences
with long shots of their initial
meetings. As they come closer,
so does the camera.
The most amazing thing is
that they reconcile without one
of them surrendering to the STEVEN O'RILEY'S ROBI N HOOD
other's beliefs. The mm shows
--------~~--~~~~
"'IR 1!1 col..b MD LJF'ELESS AS
that the conservative and
HE
fo/E/+If:!J THE' WIC!a:D, V/CIOtJ~
liberal sides have both bright
F lAG~AN"'; MOWSTROUS, MM~A61£,
spots and warts.
IN~f?"'"L, riEI'fDLJkE', Jo~Eul.sH
This film could have been
BEING OfTtfE t..tNr:£R WORLl>.
another hour·long TV show inHARK.'He 1'/IIS SPIED T11C 8E"I!Sf'
flated into a two-hour feature
film, but Class Action is far
more than that. It is an exciting
law drama and character, study
with great performances by
Hackman and Mastrantonio. It
is better than Presumed Innocent on every possible level.

Medieval meets western
in production of 'Shrew'

GOT THE BLUES

I

1. Silence of the Lambs
2. New Jack City
3. Sleeping With the Enemy
4. Class Action
5. The Hard Way
6. Perfect Weapon
7. The Doors
8. Dances With Wolves
9. Home Alone
10. Guilty by Suspicion
From Efatertainment Data •

VIdeo rental
1. Flatliners
2. Air America
3. Die Hard II
4. Darkman
5. Days of Thunder
6. Navy Seals
7. Arachnophobia
8. Problem Child
9. Death Warrant
10. The Two Jakes
From A.C. Niei.Ben

Television
1 Cheers(NBC)
2. Roseanne(ABC )
3. 20/20(ABS)
4. America's Funniest
Home Vldeos(ABC )
5. A Different
World(NBC)
6 Family Matters{ABC)
7. 60 Minutes {CBS)
8. The Cosby
Show{ NBC)
9. Full House(ABC )
10. (tie)L.A. Law(NBC)
10. (tie)Coach{ABC)
From Billboard magazine

·~

~
~

Country Singles

~

1. Loving Blind Clint
Black
2. Two of a Kind,
Workln' on a Full
,
House Garth Brooks
3. I'd Love You All Over;:
Agaln.Aian Jackson
::
4 . I Couldn't See You ~:
Leavln'. Conway Twitty:

i

5. I'm That Kind of Girl :.
Patty Loveless
::
6. Heroes and Friends •l
Randy Travis
:;
7. I Got You Shenandoah!:
8. True Love Don
::
Williams
::
9. Down Home Alabama
1o. Men. The Forester
:•
Sisters
•·
~

t

•.

From Billboard magazine

Pop Singles

::

t:·~

r

1. Coming Out of the ' :0
Dark Gloria Estefan
~

2. One More Try Timmy T.g
3. This House Tracie
E:
Spencer
4. Hold You Tight. Tera i
Kemp
e
5. I've Been Thinking
About You London Bea{
6. Someday.Mariah
Carey
~
7. You're In Love.Wilson E
Phillips
~
8. Sadeness Part 1
~
Enigma
.:
9. Get Here Oleta Adams :
10.Signs Tesla
i

t

From Billboard magazine

f

Albums

••
f

Facto~

~

1. Mariah Carey. Mariah ~
Carey (Platinum)
:
2. Gonna Make You
t
Sweat. C&C Music
~

3. The Soul Cages. Sting i
4. Wilson Phillips.
Wilson Phillips
5. Shake Your Money
Maker. The Black
Crowes
6. To The Extreme.
Vanilla Ice (Platinum)
7. Into the Light. Gloria ·
Estefan
:
8. Heart Shaped World. :
Chris Isaak
:
9. I'm Your Baby
i
Tonight. Whitney
•
Houston (Platinum)
1
10. Please Hammer
.
Don't Hurt 'Em. M.C..
Hammer
From Billboard magazine

..,
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Breds start OVC at 3-0

good ns nnynnll1"

By BILL BALTZ
• Assistant Sports Editor

The 'Bredts brought. their
road show back to Reagan
- l<'ield with a six-game homes~
tand opening their Ohio
• Valley Conference schedule
~ by sweeping a three game
: !'.Cries with Morehead State
' .- and splitting a pair of games
• ·-with Northeastern illinois.
The 'Breds pitching came
through in a big way as they
held the Eagles' batters to 17
hits (.191 average) for the
series which Murray won 5-1,
6-4 and 5-2.
...
"I'm very pleased to start
t.he OVC at 3-0," coach
,Johnny Reagan said.
Staff ace, Kirk Reuter won
the opener upping his record
to 3·2 with an ERA 1.76 for
the season. Reuter went the
distance striking out 12 and
giving up only seven hits and
two walks.
Photo by GREG ALLEN
"My curve ball was the best Catcher Pat Vice tries to block Northeastern Illinois' Randy Split as he slides home in Tuesday's
it has been all year,'' Reuter game. Split scored one of Northeastern' s five runs but It did not help. The 'Breds won 8-5 In the
,
said. "I was also spotting my two game series with NIU.
fastball and the corners."
..
Lead-off hitter Bobby
Rick Grogan won the last
timely hitting," Reagan said.
inning.
· Schoen highlighted the MSU game of the twinbill just as
"It's always good to get three
NIU got to the 'Breds
attack going four for four impressively, holding
complete games from your
starter Pat Schmitt in the top
• with two runs scored and an Morehead to only four bits
pitchers," he said.
of the second, scoring five
RBI.
with no walks. He recorded
The 'Breds hosted Norruns on three hits. Schmitt,
Kent Wallace won the first his second win of the year to
theastern illinois on Monday
who lasted only an inning
game of Sunday's go along with his two saves.
and Tuesday by taking a
and a third, was relieved by
doubleheader pitching a fiveRightfielder Jamie Rader
tough 11-10 loss in the first
Dax Myhand.
hitter against Morehead.
showed signs of coming out of
game an d winning the
NIU rallied in the top of the
The 'Breds got to Morehead his early season slump, going
second.
ninth when leftfielder Mike
starter Brett Roberts early two for six and delivering
In the ftrst game MSU took
Maroto doubled, driving in
scoring six runs in the first three key RBis. Second
an early 6-0 lead in t he first
three runs off MSU reliever
two innings. Roberts, who baseman Eric Greaser hit his
inning. They knocked out
Bernie Y sursa.
had control problems, had a ftrst borne run of the season.
NIU starter Rick Bartell, who
"He (Schmitt) didn't have
"We had good pitching, did
walk, a wild pitch and hit a
gave up six singles, after pitany control of his pitches,"
- batter before he got on track. very well defensively and had
ching only two-thirds of an
said Reagan. "Dax threw as
:

~

f·
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~ IVISU ·domin-ates

t

By BECKY NAUGHTON

I .;~all Wnter

t:

Despite battling extremely
i ,:windy conditions last Saturday,
t::the men's and women's track
r:teams put together a perfor~:mance that all but blew away
f.:their C?pponents.
,~~ The Racer men's team finish,ed first in 10 of 16 events
against Vanderbilt University,
• :Lincoln Land Community Col: ;lege, Parkland Community Col' '•lege, Elmhurst College and the
•:;University of Arkansas-Little
:'Rock. Had head coach Stan
{::;Narewski scored the meet, the
!Racers would have won easily.
. The Lady Racers also
:dominated the women's competition by finishing first in 13
of 15 events against Vander. :bilt, Elmhurst and Austin Peay
University. Head coach
'•::State
,.
t:::Margaret Simmons kept a
~!separate score, however, bet••'Yeen Vanderbilt and APSU by
,. defeatmg the two teams 93-36
and 103-10, respectively.
Simmons pointed out that
although the scoring was very
lopsided, she hesitates to
become overconfident and
realizes the same thing could
happen to her team.
;. The fre!jhmen gave a strong
showing for the Racers, but
Narewski was pleased with the
performance of his entire team
and said that each individual
contributed in a positive way
during the competition.
''We had good effort from a Jot
of people," he said. "I think it
would be harsh for me to say

~

...

who had the performance of the
day because so many people did
well."
Eustace Isadore, a freshman
from St. John's, Antigua, was
just one of the bright spots for
the Racers. He recorded a firstplace triple jump of 48-3 3/4.
Freshman Terry Harewood of
St. James, Barbados, lead the
team with two first place
finishes in the 400-meter dash
(47. 72 seconds) and the
200-meter dash (21. 7 seconds).
He also ran the anchor leg for
the winning mile relay A-Team
in 3:20.77.
The Racers also placed four of
six in the shotput with Nelson
Williamson, a freshman from
Mt. Vernon, Ill., leading the
pack with a second-place throw
of 45-9 112.
"We expect to see some
50-footers evolve from that
group," said Narewski. "SEMO
(Southeast Missouri State
University) has two 55-foot
shotputters ... so our shotputters
making steady progress is very
important to us when we go up
against SEMO, not to mention
Middle Tennessee footba ll
players who threw indoors and
helped them win the conference
championship."
Junior Siebert Straughn, of
St. Phillip, Barbados, strained
his hamstring during the meet,
but Narewski is positive that
Straughn will be healthy
enough to compete Satm·day at
the Florida Relays.

-.-

smrt

hitter, the number eight man,
it broke his concentration,
then the number nine man
got a hit, and the top of their
line-up did what it's suppose
to do," Reagan said.
NIU's coach Jim Hawrysko
said after losing two games
this past weekend against
Southern lllinois in the bottom of the ninth, this win was
particularly good.
The 'Breds ended the series
winning the last game
against NIU, 8-5.
Freshman righthandtw
Reid Huber came on in the
fifth to relieve starter Craig
Weickel and earn his first collegiate win.
Centerfielder Danny
Alfeldt led Thoroughbred hitters in the NIU series, going
six for ten at the plate and
scoring five runs and driving
three more. Shortstop Shane
Witzel chipped in with a
home run in the final game.
First baseman-outfielder
Jason Haner finished up the
NIU series leading the 'Breds
in batting average (.429), RBI
(17), home runs (2) on-base
percentage (.485) and slugging percentage (.661).
The 'Breds with their 8-7
record will finish the homesland against Southwest
Missouri State and go back on
the road to play OVC rival
Tennessee Tech in
Cookeville, Tenn., in a threegame series on Friday and
Saturday.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Racer Races

TRACK
The Lady Racers were
highlighted by a record-setting
shotput throw by Dedre
Jackson, a senior from Alton,
Til.
Jackson set a new Racer
Races and school record with a
throw of 44-8, outdistancing
fellow teammate Wendy Atkin·
son, a sophomore from Decatur,
Ala., who finished second with
38-1 3/4 inches.
Other than the severe wind
conditions, Simmons had no
complaints with the results of
the meet.
"Everybody had a really good
day considering the wind was
blowing really hard," she said.
"The throwers did a really good
job, and I was really pleased
with how they (the runners)
ran."
Atkinson led the team with
two first-place finishes in the
field events by hurling the
discus 123-9 and throwing the
javelin 92-4.
The top finisher of the day for
the Racers and Lady Racers
combined, however, was
freshman Alicia Glover of Col·
umbus, Ohio, who turned in
four first place victories, including the 110-meter hurdles
(15:43), the 400-meter hurdles
(1:07), and ran the second legs
of the 400-meter relay (48.6)
and the mile relay teams
(4:05.99).
The Lady Racers travel to

Photo by BILL BALTZ
Eustace Isidore clears a hurdle on the backstretch In the
400-meter Intermediate hurdles In Saturday' s Racer Races.
Isidore went on to finish third in a time of 55.1 1 seconds.

Cape Girardeau, Mo., for the
Semotion Relays April 5-6. Simmons said Saturday's competition was a good preparation for
the upcoming meet.
The men's team will compete
Saturday in the Florida Relays
in Gainesville, Fla., which
Narewski said is one of the top

relay meets in the country.
They will have the chance to
compete against schools such as
Auburn University, the
University of Georgia and the
University of Florida.
Narewski is hoping to qualify
his mile relay team for the national outdoor championships.

There have been great
rivalries in the history of
sports: Redski ns-Cowboys;
Cardinals-Cubs; Ce lt icsLakers; Notre Dame-Miami, to
name a few.
All of those rivalries consist
of fierce competition.
Mun·ay State has something
like this in the intramural
circuit.
For over a decade, the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity has
had a firm grasp of the coveted
Intrafraternity trophy, which is
given to the overall best fraternity in intramural athletics
each year. Now while the
"Chops" have been the top dog
(10 trophies out of the last 11
years), there has been a fraternity nipping at their heels ·Alpha Tau Omega.
The ATOs are now on the
verge of ending what can be
described as a dynasty, for they
have a seven-point lead on the
Chops entering the final two
events of the IFC year.
ATO president Toffi. Davis
said he believes if his fraternity
can hold on to win the trophy, it
could start an ATO dynasty.
Davis attributes his frater·
nity's size and an intense committment to ATO's success for
the possible championship this
year.
"There is not an ATO that's
going to go onto the field or
court with anything short of the /
idea of winning," Davis said.
"And, it's not just for
themselves. They go out and do
it for· the frat, and they know
it."
"We've also .had excellent
athletes for the last couple of
years. I'd say that some of them
right now could be playing at
some smaller schools," he said.
"Plus, the frat bas grown a lot,
and that has helped bring in a
lot of athletes, too."
Former Chops social chairman Jeff Bloeker said if the
ATOs go on to win the trophy
this year, it could be just the
motivation for the Lambda
Chi's to come back strong next
year.
"In a way it'll be disappointing(to lose the trophy), but it'll
also be good for us, I think, to
motivate us for next year,"
Bloeker said. "As for now,
we're going to try to put it
together, but all the effort we
could come up with might not
be enough to catch them. It
looks like it may be their year."
Bloeker offered praise for his
adversaries, who last year tied
the Chops for the title, breaking a 10·year winning streak
set by Lambda Chi.
"They deserve it," he said.
"They've done a great job,
played hard and played well
this year.''
As for the rivalry between the
two fraternities, both Bloeker
and Adams seemed to indicate
that this might be bec,use their
respective frats stress sports a
little more, leaving 'them to
fight it out for the IFC crown.
I

~MS~~co=!:

~ Racer of the Week
Terry Harewood of St. James, Barbados won two races and ran a leg on
; two of the winning relay teams to earn
"' Racer of the Week honors.
Harewood won the 400-meter dash,
~ the 200-meter dash and was a member
of the winning 4 x1 00-meter and the 4
x 400-meter relay teams at the Racer
Races Saturday. Hewastimed at 47.72
~ seconds in the 400 and 21.70 in the
200.
:: Harewood, a freshman, is already a
c! veteran of international competition. He
:1 hflS run or1 both the Barbados junior
and senior national teams.

hll

R()ngan snid av~n Ysursa
looked good until the ninth
inning-. "When ho hit the first

Frats
fight
it out

The 14th Semi-Annual College Rodeo was
held at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center Saturday. The event was sponsored by MSU and sanctioned by National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association. With events
such as saddlebronc, calf roping, steer wres·
tllng and bullriding there was enough excite·
ment to go around for cowboy and city slicker
alike. The men have an opportunity to move in
the regional N.I.R.A. standings.
Story on page 14 .

Terry Harewood

'

This 'Bred is gollte
Utility Infielder Brett Isaacs from
Pinckneyville, Ill., has scored fiVe of the
'Breds 80 runs this season without a
plate appearance. He is MSU's courtesy runner and takes care of catchers
Jon Grzanich's and Pat Vize's legwork.
A courtesy runner, a position peculiar
to college baseball, will pinch run for a
team's catcher if he reaches base during the game. This rule is used to speed
up the game by allowing a catcher time
to put on his "tools of ignorance• (shin
guards, chest protector and mask}.
Isaacs may enter and leave the game
as often as the catcher reaches base.
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
'

First baseman is Player of the Week
After the fJ.rSt week of the OVC season, the 'Breda infielder J ason
Haner earned Baseball Player of the Week. Haner, with a .429 batting average, has been a key in reviving MSU's offense. The 'Breda
currently lead the conference in hitting with a team average of .283.

Brown receives OVC accolade
Jumper Natasha Brown waa voted the 1991 OVC Women's Indoor
Track Athlete of the Year. Brown waa instrumental in MSU's
second-place finish in the OVC championship meet. She won the triple jump (39-5 1/2) and placed second in both the long jump {19-9) a nd
high j~p (5-4),

o-1

CI~ASSIFIEDS
' PERSONALS
Mitchell, Happy 1 yr. AnrWer'·
ltJI'f on April 3rd. L«M ~
forwer, Penny.
To rr.y 1 bro'a, Eric and Dave
and rr.y 1 • · Jen: Have a
Happy Eater. YBS, Stac.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

DXA, ATQ, AOn, Thanks fora
ar-t mxert Love, The Slstera
.:::;d..:.::A'LA=~-----
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FOR SAL£ TO STUD£NTB:

For Sale: Fori'1Wielz812-$25
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F
A
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FUNDRAISING
P R 0 G R A M
ttOOO In luet OM WMk.
Earn up to $1000 for your
CM1M organlz:don. Plut a
c:hance at $5000 rnore1
programworkll No lrNee1ment
needed. Cai1-8Q0.932-o528
Ext. 50.

AXA. Thanlcs for a wonderful
lmellt Mardi Graal Love, The
SlnnofJJ.A

JoMM., HopeyouhiWagreet

~

~~~~

High quality RelurMe at ,...
aonable prtcest782·2751 .

ANGIE LEE, You're the beetl

down-ntneaa, co-ed, NYS
camp. 100 pos111ona: apcwts,
c:tafts , many others. Camp
Shane, Ferndale, NY 12734.
(914)292~.

Gll1 Scout CIIIJ1) Stair. Hlialltl

Please racyclel

HELP WANTED

SupeMior,ldoounaellnlnd
leaders, waterfront. 111pp8111ng.
~ naiUre, 111t1 and

20+ S.lllperwoM NMdld.
Wll train. Stralghtcommlaelon.
$10CYaale. No ttavel, no ex-

cratta and kitchen ltaff needed
at camp Syaunore ..... Con·
tact Charlotte S. Palmer,
CUmberiand V*f Gll1 Scout
Counc::ll, Box <>40o466, NeahvWe,

: : . ~· Party t1 you
~~~~

pense to lludenta. Can work

RICO SUAVE.

1.-..o pennanertpoelllon. BUSI-

To thllt "StnW"d Cowboy
Dave: I got your Wid Weet

NESS CREDITSYSTEM. 7535858. Conlad W.T. Aatl or
Bobbyflke.

lighthentl

Oh Cef*ln My Ceptalnl 78
dllylleft unll I wl be youral
Your flrlt mate.

Pam.Thanlcseoi'IIJChforgolng
me. It ntlly
meana a lot to me. See ya
Salurday. I c.n't WilL

through with

The Murray Staat Hetnls now
tllldng ippllcallc¥ll for the fal
aemeller. News and ac:MNtlalng pollllol• wtl be available.
Pick up your epplledona In
\Waon Hal. room 111 . Applcdona ... due by todayl

TN 37204 or 615-383..()490.
Graphics Technician • FuN
Part-Time. Experlenc:ed In
Freet.nd, PageMaker anct{or

XP..._ Studenla rec:ellletraYel
allowance. Send 1'811Ume to
Computer Graphlca Inc, P.O.
Box 1245, Paducah, KV <t!002·
1245.

Claallfled

advertlalng

work8.Call782-4478.

1 .44tm~l101~yr.
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Cobden L Hurray
ul. .ndallay3, 1881.0fder
In 7 dayl and receive 6 adcl·
tlonalprogramafreel~

aystem $8481

HELP WANTED

me

HELP WANTED

NO GIMMICKS~
EXTRA INCOME NOW!~
ENVELOPE SlUFFING- $600 • $800 ev«y week·
Free Details: SASE to
8rooU lntlmlllonll, Inc.
P.O. Bat 880605 • Orlando, Fl32868

RATES

TheMurray State NewsWithMSUID: 1~-=ty=MSUID: ~perward
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What's
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And
Read
All
Over
Campus?

Get ready for summer
with SUNGLITZING at

tBrentfa's
Beauty Salon

Uncle Jetrs Shopping Center
753-4582

1800 Dodeon

Wendy's

~oallagelludlrt.,..

ylfdl to

4789.

111 Wllson Hall

''Fine Seafood Dining in a
Florida Atmosphere"

!MIIJZI J09{:J:S

HEADING FOR EUROPE

1HS SUMlER? Jet U....
anytime with AIRHfTCHIIt for
$180fromthe Eaateo..t, $228
from the Midwest (when avalable)l {Riport8d In NY 77nw
and L«'• Go~ AIRHITCH8
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Racers win at home
By LEIGH LANDINI

Assistant News Editor

, After traveling in the
southeast earlier this season,
}he Murray State University
men's tennis team won its first
home match of the season
against Memphis State U Diversity Saturday.
Doug Hawthorne, a junior
from Bloomington, Ill., and the
number three seed on the team,
said the team enjoyed playing
at home after several weeks on
the road.
.. "It just felt good to be home,"
he said.

TENNIS
Hawthorne defeated Lenn
Cammell 7-6, 6-1. He said he
believes he is playing well at
this point in the season.
The Racers won five of the
matches. The only loss was No.
4 Mike Hall, who lost to Scott
Giles 4-6, 6-3, 6-4.
No . 1 Paolo Casanova
defeated Urban Hammerstadt
6-3, 6-4. Other winners were
Jimmy Brooks, Scott Y arbrough and Andy Poore.
The doubles match was

DAY CARE
Continued from Page 1

The Racers will be playing
three home matches this
weekend against the University of Alabama-Birmingham at
2:30 p.m.,
Southern Dlinois
University at 9 a.m. tomorrow
and the University of
Evansville at 2:30 p.m.
Ohio Valley Conference play
will begin April 5 with a home
match against Morehead State
University, followed by Eastern
Kentucky University on April
13 and defending OVC champs
Tennessee Tech University on
April 20.

Rodeo takes top spots
By DENNY CHAPMAN
Reporter

~ The Murray State men's
rodeo team finished strong in

;Murray State's 14th SemiAnnual College Rodeo at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center Saturday
night with three members
finishing in the top four places.
The top Murray State
cowboys were Brett Brandner,
fourth, calf roping; Mark
Kleckler, third and fourth,
team roping; and Corey Whittington, second, saddlebronc
riding. Freshman Staci Patterson, who placed second in bar-

rel racing, was the only cowgirl
to finish in the top four.
Team captain David Sharp
said he thinks Murray State's
performance will boost the
standings of the men's squad,
which was seventh in the
region before the rodeo.
"The National Intercollegiate
Rodeo Association hasn' t
tabulated the scores yet, but I
believe we'll move up in the
standings," Sharp said.
Bardner said the MSU
women's team needs more girls
who can get things done, and
that the women's standings in
the region will probably drop

once this weekend's scores are
tabulated.
MSU competes against some
20 colleges and universities in
the Ozark Region of the National Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association, including the
University of Tennessee at
Martin, Arkansas State
University and Mississippi
State University.
The Ozark Region holds some
12 rodeos a year, two of which
are held at Murray State.
The team will travel to
Southwest Missouri State April
5· 7 for their next rodeo.

MSU wins despite wind
By TIFFANY DEVINE
Staff Writer

· Murray State University's
women's tennis team defeated
the University of Tennessee at
Martin 7-2 Tuesday and trounc·
ed the University of Evansville
8-1last week.
: At UTM, Murray took five of
six individual matches in two
sets each and two of three
doubles matches.
_Sherryl Ro_u se, women's tenIlls coach,_ sru? the t;ea~ played
":e~ cons1dermg the wmd cond1t1ons were ~mbearable. .
MSU donunated Evansville
in indoor competition by taking

TENNIS
five of the six individual matches and sweeping the three
doubles matches. Evansville
kept the MSU team from a
shutout by defeating top-seeded
singles player Corine Diderik.
The Racer tennis team will
begin conference schedule
Saturday against Morehead
State. The women's squad will
also meet Arkansas State on
Friday and Western Kentucky
University on Saturday.
Rouse said the matches
against Arkansas State and
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ten director of Murray Head
Start.
Each of these committee
members has said a child daycare program could only benefit
MSU.
"With almost one-third of our
undergraduate students older
than 23, it (day care) is becoming more and more important,"
Burton said.
However, University administrators have said a day
care program on campus is not
a cut-and-dry issue.
President Ronald J. Kurth
said day care is not so simple as
fmding the facility site and someone to take care of the
children.
uyou have to meet standards
of certification," he said.
Dr. James L. Booth, provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs, said
although he supports a day care
program for MSU, he does not
support this specific proposal.
Booth said he is against turning MSU property over to the
state.
"This proposal makes advantage of funds through state
government," Booth said. "To
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qualify for those funds, we that the primary goal of day
would be giving to the state pro- care at MSU, to serve families
perty owned by MSU, as well as throughout the region?" he askthe building upon which it ed. "I'm not so sure that is what
would be constructed."
we really want to do."
Booth also said he is concernBooth said the administration
ed about the the facility offer- is exploring possible partnering services to 100 abused, ships for funding a facility, but
neglected and low-income this proposal goes beyond the
children instead of exclusively missions and interests of the
serving the children of MSU University.
students, faculty and staff.
"No one in the administra"That is a lofty and good am- tion is opposed to day care " he
bition, but the question is, is said.
'

MISS MSU
Continued from Page 1

Western will challenge the Jones, White Plains; Bethany
Jones won a $600 schola.r ship, set your goals and believe in
team and that the doubles team Hall, Murray; Lee Anne
a
crown, a bouquet of roses, a yourself, you will succeed. Just
have caused the most problems Weatherspoon, Fulton; Allison
trophy,
a banner, official relax and enjoy the exfor them in tournaments.
Carr, Murray; Melody Helger"I'd like to see one two and son, Naperville, Dl.; Donna Jo photographs, an expense-paid perience," she said.
Sponsored by the University
three doubles. In ~ost tour- Edwards, Sebree; Kathy trip to Miss Kentucky USA, a
$25
gift
certificate
to
the
Shoe
Center
Board in conjunction
naments we've come in second Blackburn, Camden, Tenn.;
'Shack,
a
$25
gift
certificate
to
with
the
Student Government
or third because of doubles," Sherri Nance, LaCenter; Mary
Lady J's and a $25 gift cer- Assoication, the Miss MSU
she said.
Hutkai, Louisville, and Bridget tificate to The Place.
Pageant is an official
Rouse said the main objective Townsend, Bruceton, Tenn.
"It
all
happened
so
fast!
It
preliminary
to the Miss USA
of doubles play is to control the
"I
had
no
idea
that
I
would
was
a
great
feeling
for
me,"
Pageant.
net, and most of the singles
make the top five. I really Jones said.
The pageant was founded 21
players are baseline players.
wanted
to make the top 10, but
Jones has advice for others years ago and is in its seventh
"I can see some of the things
we go over in practice work· I had.n 't really dreamed of mak- wanting to participate in beau- year of affiliation with the Miss
ing," Rouse said. "I thihk they ing the top five," Jones said. ty pageants. "If you be yourself, USA system.
are getting more confident at
the net."

LADIES 14K YELLOW GOLD
DOME FILIGREE RING

7:30-8:30 p.m.

The Stables

Come

( ' lw s tnut llills Shopping ( 'l' nt t• a·, :\luJTay

all positions
available

Alpha Omicron Pi
would like to thank

Applications for all
senator positions
can now be picked
up in the Student
Government Office.
The application
deadline is April 3
at noon.

Sigma Chi
for a great

Derby Week!
The World's Finest Sunglasses
are at
L. A. Optical

and be
amazed!
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MICHELSONS

SGA ELECTIONS

AND

150

100

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

ONLY

5:30-6:30 p.m.

-.

T

UCB/SGA COMING EVENTS

Tuesday

A125

There will be a
mandatory meeting
for all candidates
April3 at 4 p.m. in
the Barkley Room.

.

-

~

.

%·~~

BAUSCH & LOMB
310 N. 12th St.
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
753~641
Saturday 10 a.m.-1 p.m .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Positions Available

Wednesday
Curris Center Theater
Film Times: 3:30 t>.m. - all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30p.m.- tickets $1.50 with MSU ID
All times subject to clumge.
$2.50 without MSU ID

• Two senators' from
each college
•Six senators-at-large
•President
• Vice-President
•Secretary
•Treasurer

:•
:

••

Lumbar :loBcadar :•

Ful IM of: e.ctrtcal, Plumbing, Tools,
Hlldware llhd much. much morel

:
•

•

:
:

BRING THIS AD IN FOR
10% 011'1' PURCHASE

:
:

:

Coupon not good on epecllll ordela. 1818 lteml, or
cah or ClnY prtcn.

:

•••
••
:
•
•

...tan:

•cpbee llaJ 81, 1981
Jlei.Air........
Ceatft
7•ft-1eftft
y.-

~

MDI., Fildly 7:30 ..._.. pa

. . . . a.m.-a p.lll.

a.a., 1p.IL-5 pJIL

•
••

.•
:
:

••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••

